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STABLE BLOWUP FOR THE FOCUSING ENERGY CRITICAL NONLINEAR
WAVE EQUATION UNDER RANDOM PERTURBATIONS
BJOERN BRINGMANN
Abstract. We consider the radial focusing energy critical nonlinear wave equation in three spatial
dimensions. Our main result proves the stability of the ODE-blowup under random perturbations
below the energy space. The argument relies on probabilistic Strichartz estimates in similarity
coordinates for the linearized evolution around the ODE-blowup.
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1. Introduction
We consider the focusing quintic nonlinear wave equation in three dimensions
(1.1)
#
´B2t upt, xq `∆upt, xq “ ´upt, xq5 pt, xq P Rˆ R3,
up0, xq “ u1 P HspR3q, Btup0, xq “ u2 P Hs´1pR3q.
Here, s ą 0 is the regularity and HspR3q denotes the inhomogeneous Sobolev space with s-
derivatives. The flow of the nonlinear wave equation (1.1) conserves the energy
(1.2) Erus “ Erusptq :“
ż
R3
pBtupt, xqq2
2
` |∇xupt, xq|
2
2
´ upt, xq
6
6
dx
The nonlinear wave equation (1.1) admits the scaling symmetry upt, xq ÞÑ uλpt, xq :“ λ 12upλt, λxq.
Since the scaling symmetry also preserves the energy of the solution, the equation (1.1) is energy
critical.
The focusing nonlinear wave equation (1.1) displays a variety of different dynamical behaviors,
such as scattering, solitons, or finite-time blowup. While we will also comment on scattering
and solitons below, the main focus of this paper lies on the formation of finite-time blowup. In
certain situations, blowup may simply indicate a breakdown of the underlying model. In several
applications, however, blowup or singularity formation describes real physical phenomena. It is
related to the self-focusing effect in nonlinear optics [7] and the formation of black holes through
gravitational collapse [30]. Due to these physical phenomena, we are not only interested in the
1
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existence of blowup, but also care about the blowup profile and its stability properties. We now
focus on the so-called ODE-blowup, which is given by
(1.3) upT qpt, xq :“ κpT ´ tq´ 12 , where T ą 0 and κ :“
´3
4
¯ 1
4
.
While (1.3) does not exhibit any spatial decay and hence does not belong to any Sobolev space,
we can use finite speed of propagation to localize upT q to a lightcone. There is a large amount
of literature on stable blowup in nonlinear wave equations and we refer the interested reader to
[22, 23, 24, 25, 36, 39, 40, 41]. The techniques and results used in this paper are closely related to
previous work by Donninger [21]. He proved that the one-parameter family (1.3) is stable under
small radial perturbations in the energy space H1pR3q ˆ L2pR3q. In light of the breakdown of
(deterministic) local well-posedness below the energy space (see e.g. [16]), we expect this to be
the optimal regularity. Without the radial symmetry assumption, Donninger and Scho¨rkhuber [25]
proved the stability of (1.3) under small perturbations in H2pR3q ˆH1pR3q.
Let us now briefly discuss scattering and solitons. This behavior is intimately tied to the ground
state W , which is given by the explicit formula W pxq :“ p1 ` |x|2{3q´ 12 . Up to scaling and a sign
change, it is the unique radial solution in 9H1pR3q of the elliptic equation
∆W pxq “ ´W pxq5.
In a seminal paper [33], Kenig and Merle proved that any initial data satisfying
Eru1, u2s ă ErW, 0s and }∇u1}L2 ă }∇W }L2
leads to a global solution which scatters as t Ñ ˘8. In contrast, the ground state W itself leads
to a stationary solution and hence does not scatter. By applying the scaling symmetry or Lorentz
transformations to the ground state W , one can generate a whole family of traveling wave solutions,
which are also called solitons. As for the ODE-blowup, we are interested in the stability of the
soliton evolution under small perturbations. In [1, 35], it is proven (in different topologies) that the
evolution of the solitons has a single unstable direction and is stable with respect to perturbations
in a Lipschitz manifold of codimension one. We also mention important progress on the soliton
resolution conjecture by Duyckaerts, Kenig, and Merle [26, 27, 28, 29].
Throughout the last decade, there has been growing interest in a probabilistic approach to nonlinear
dispersive equations. In contrast to a deterministic well-posedness or stability theory, which has to
apply to every initial data in the relevant function space, a probabilistic approach is only concerned
with random initial data. In physical applications, this randomness may be a result of microscopic
fluctuations in temperatures or densities. As a result, the random initial data of interest only
belongs to low-regularity spaces, which often lie below the (deterministic) regularity threshold.
This approach first appeared in seminal work of Bourgain [4, 5] and Burq-Tzvetkov [12, 13]. A
recent comprehensive survey can be found in [3] and we also refer the reader to the related work
in the context of nonlinear wave equations [6, 8, 10, 14, 18, 19, 20, 37, 38, 44, 45].
Most previous work on probabilistic well-posedness for energy critical nonlinear wave equations has
dealt with defocusing nonlinearities, where the ´u5 in (1.1) is replaced by `u5. For initial data
in the energy space, it is well-known that all solutions of the defocusing equation are global and
scatter as t Ñ ˘. A natural question is whether global well-posedness and scattering are stable
under random perturbations of the initial data. More precisely, we assume that the random initial
data is of the form
(1.4) pu1 ` fω1 , u2 ` fω2 q,
where pu1, u2q P 9H1pR3q ˆ L2pR3q, pf1, f2q P HspR3q ˆHs´1pR3q with 0 ď s ă 1, and pfω1 , fω2 q is a
randomized version of pf1, f2q. For an exact definition of the randomization, we refer to Definition
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1.1 and Remark 1.2 below. In [45], Pocovnicu proved almost sure global well-posedness for the
defocusing energy critical nonlinear wave equation in spatial dimensions d “ 4, 5 for s ą 0. In
particular, this result lies almost a full derivative below the deterministic threshold. In [44], Oh and
Pocovnicu proved the same result in three spatial dimensions under the stronger condition s ą 1{2.
While both results yield global solutions, they do not provide much information on the asymptotic
behavior as t Ñ ˘. The stability of the scattering mechanism under random perturbations was
first proved by Dodson, Lu¨hrmann, and Mendelson [19, 20]. Their result applies in four spatial
dimensions and requires the spherical symmetry condition pf1, f2q P HsradpR4q ˆHs´1rad pR4q, where
s ą 0. This result was extended to the three dimensional case by the author [10], but it requires the
stronger condition s ą 11{12. Without the spherical symmetry assumption, almost sure scattering
was subsequently proved by the author (with d “ 4 and s ą 11{12) in [9]. Similar results were also
obtained for the defocusing energy critical nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations in [19, 34, 43].
Unfortunately, the focusing nonlinear wave equation (1.1) with random initial data is less under-
stood. One natural question is to consider the stability of the special families of solutions, such as
solitons or the ODE-blowup, under random perturbations of the initial data. In [32], Kenig and
Mendelson answered this question for random and radial perturbations of the soliton W . They
treat random perturbations in a weighted Sobolev space with regularity s ą 5{6. Due to the unsta-
ble direction, however, the random perturbation also has to be projected onto a Lipschitz manifold
of codimension one. Inspired by Kenig and Mendelson’s result for solitons, the main result of this
paper proves the stability of the ODE-blowup under random and radial perturbations.
Before we state the main theorem, we define the random initial data pfω1 , fω2 q.
Definition 1.1 (Radial randomization [10]).
Let s P R, let f P HsradpR3q, and let pXnq8n“0 be a sequence of independent, standard real-valued
Gaussians. We define the radial randomization fω by
(1.5) xfωpξq :“ 8ÿ
n“0
Xnpωq1rn,n`1qp}ξ}2q pfpξq.
Remark 1.2.
The radial randomization is based on a decomposition of frequency space into annuli of width one.
It first appeared in [10] and a similar randomization (using the distorted Fourier transform) was
used by Kenig and Mendelson in [32]. It is inspired by earlier the Wiener randomization [2, 37],
which is based on a decomposition of frequency space into unit-scale cubes. We also refer the
interested reader to the physical randomization in [42], the microlocal randomization in [9], and a
randomization based on good frames in [11].
Instead of Gaussian random variables, it suffices to assume that the sequence pXkq8k“0 is independent
and uniformly sub-gaussian (see Definition 2.1).
We now consider the random data Cauchy problem
(1.6)
#
´B2t upt, xq `∆upt, xq “ ´upt, xq5 pt, xq P Rˆ R3,
up0q “ up1qp0q ` fω1 , Btup0q “ Btup1qp0q ` fω2 .
Here, up1q is the ODE-blowup (1.3) with T “ 1 and pf1, f2q P HsradpR3qˆHs´1rad pR3q. As in previous
work on the stability of the ODE-blowup [21, 23], our main theorem is stated in terms of the
evolution inside a light cone. To this end, we define
(1.7) CT :“ tpt, xq P r0, T s ˆ R3 : }x}2 ď T ´ tu.
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Theorem 1.3.
Let s ą 7{10, let pf1, f2q P HsradpR3q ˆHs´1rad pR3q, let 0 ă δ ď δ0 be sufficiently small, and let c ą 0
be a small absolute constant. With probability greater than or equal to
(1.8) 1´ c´1 exp
´
´ cδ2}pf1, f2q}´2HsˆHs´1
¯
,
there exists a (random) blowup time T P r1´ δ, 1` δs and a solution u : CT Ñ R of (1.6) satisfying
(1.9) }pT ´ tq´ 34 pu´ upT qq}L2tL4xpCT q À δ.
Remark 1.4.
Using the explicit expression (1.3), we see that
}pT ´ tq´ 34upT q}L2tL4xpCT q “ }pT ´ tq
´ 1
2 }L2t pr0,T sq “ 8.
Thus, the estimate (1.9) shows that upT q and u agree at the top order. In the deterministic
setting, Donninger [21] controlled the difference u ´ upT q in L2tL8x pCT q, which is slightly stronger.
Unfortunately, this bound is not available in our setting, see Remark 5.2.
We emphasize that the lower bound on the probability (1.8) is close to one as long as the data is
much smaller than δ.
Remark 1.5.
In [43], Oh, Okamoto, and Pocovnicu consider the energy critical nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation
without gauge invariance on Rd with d “ 5, 6, that is,
(1.10)
#
iBtupt, xq `∆upt, xq “ λ |upt, xq|
d`2
d´2 pt, xq P Rˆ Rd,
up0, xq “ u0pxq,
where λ P Czt0u. In an earlier deterministic work by Ikeda and Inui [31], the test function method
was used to show that regular initial data satisfying a sign condition and lower bounds (see [31,
(1.5)]) leads to finite-time blowup of (1.10). Similar as in Theorem 1.3, [43] shows that a random
perturbation of the initial data from [31] still leads to finite-time blowup. The construction of
the blowup, however, is different from the deterministic methods in [21, 23] and arguments in this
paper. In particular, while [31, 43] prove the existence of finite-time blowup, Theorem 1.3 also
characterizes the blowup profile.
Before the end of the introduction, we describe the main ideas behind the proof of Theorem 1.3. In
the first step, we perform several changes of variables. In the beginning, we switch from Cartesian
coordinates into similarity coordinates. Then, we linearize around the ODE-blowup. This leads
to a new one-parameter semigroup Spτq for a linear wave equation with a potential. The spectral
properties of Spτq were already studied in [21, 23]. It has exactly one unstable mode, which
corresponds to the time-translation invariance and the choice of the blowup time. We also rely on
Bourgain’s trick [5] to account for the low-regularity of the random initial data.
Second, we study the action of the one-parameter semigroup Spτq on the random initial data.
In Section 4, we control the Riesz projection P onto the unstable mode for arguments in low-
regularity Sobolev spaces. In Section 5, we prove probabilistic Strichartz estimates for SpτqpI´P q,
which form the main difficulty of this paper. The argument splits into the estimates for the free
propagator S0pτq and the difference Spτq´S0pτq. The random evolution under the free propagator
S0pτq is controlled using probabilistic Strichartz and Bernstein estimates from [10]. The estimate
of the difference Spτq ´ S0pτq is partially based on the construction of the associated Green’s
function in [21]. In order to utilize the randomness, however, we require further delicate oscillatory
integral estimates. These oscillatory integral estimates are the main technical achievement of this
paper. We believe that similar arguments, which are only required due to the potential term in the
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linearization around the blowup, may also be relevant in a random data theory of variable-coefficient
wave equations.
In the last step, we analyze the nonlinear Cauchy problem. With the probabilistic Strichartz esti-
mates in hand, this turns out to be the simplest part of the argument.
Acknowledgements: I would like to thank my advisor Terence Tao for his guidance and support.
I would also like to thank Benjamin Harrop-Griffiths, Joachim Krieger, Redmond McNamara, Dana
Mendelson, and Tadahiro Oh for helpful discussions.
2. Notation and Preliminaries
If A,B ě 0, we write A À B if there exists an absolute constant C ą 0 such that A ď CB. We
also write A „ B if A À B and B À A. For any d ě 1 and x P Rd, we set xxy :“ p1` }x}22q
1
2 .
2.1. Fourier analysis. For any dimension d ě 1 and any Schwartz function f P SpRdq, we define
its Fourier transform pf : Rd Ñ C by
(2.1) Fpfqpξq “ pfpξq :“ 1
p2πq d2
ż
Rd
e´iξxfpxqdx.
The Fourier inversion formula then implies that
(2.2) fpxq “ 1
p2πq d2
ż
Rd
eiξx pfpξqdξ.
If f is spherically symmetric, it follows from the relation between the Fourier and Hankel transforms
that
(2.3) ν
d´2
2 pfpνq :“ ż 8
0
r
d
2J d´2
2
pνrqfprqdr and r d´22 fprq “
ż 8
0
ν
d
2J d´2
2
pνrq pfpνqdν.
Here, r :“ }x}2, ν :“ }ξ}2, and Jvp¨q denotes the Bessel function of the first kind. As a special case,
we obtain for all radial functions f P SpR3q in three dimensions that
(2.4) rfprq “
c
2
π
ż 8
0
sinprνq pfpνqν dν and ν pfpνq “c 2
π
ż 8
0
sinprνqfprqr dr.
Using the Fourier transform, we define for any s P R the fractional derivative operator x∇ys by
(2.5) Fpx∇ysfqpξq :“ xξysFpfqpξq.
The fractional Sobolev spaces HspRdq are defined by completion of Schwartz space with respect to
the norm
}f}HspRdq :“ }x∇ysf}L2pRdq.
To simplify our notation, we further set HspRdq :“ HspRdq ˆ Hs´1pRdq. Finally, we define the
Littlewood-Paley projections tQNuNP2N0 as follows: We let χ : Rd Ñ r0, 1s be a smooth cut-off
function which equals one on }x}2 ď 1{2 and zero on }x}2 ě 1. We then define
(2.6) χ1pξq :“ χpξq and χN pξq :“ χ
´ ξ
N
¯
´ χ
´2ξ
N
¯
, where N ě 2.
For any N ě 1, we then define the Littlewood-Paley projection QN by
(2.7) FpQNfqpξq :“ χN pξqFpfqpξq.
We choose the letter Q for the Littlewood-Paley projections, instead of the more conventional
choices P or S, since P already denotes the projection on the unstable mode and S denotes the
one-parameter semigroup.
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2.2. Probability theory. We recall the basic properties of sub-gaussian random variables. The
organization follows a similar subsection in [9] and we refer the reader to [48] for a more detailed
introduction.
Definition 2.1 (Sub-gaussian random variable).
Let pΩ,F ,Pq be a probability space and let X : pΩ,Fq Ñ R be a random variable. We define
(2.8) }X}ψ2 :“ sup
rě1
`
E|X|r˘ 1r?
r
.
We call X sub-gaussian if }X}ψ2 ă 8. We call a family of random variables tXjujPJ uniformly
sub-gaussian if supjPJ }Xj}ψ2 ă 8.
The connection with the Gaussian distribution is most easily seen from the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2 (Tail estimate, [48, Proposition 2.52]).
Let X be a sub-gaussian random variable. Then, we have for all λ ě 0 that
(2.9) P p|X| ě λq ď 2 exp
´
´ c λ
2
}X}2ψ2
¯
.
We also recall Khintchine’s inequality, which is a concentration-inequality for sums of independent
uniformly sub-gaussian random variables.
Lemma 2.3 (Khintchine’s inequality, cf. [47, Proposition 2.52]).
Let pXjqj“1,...,J be a finite sequence of independent sub-gaussian random variables with zero mean
and let pajqj“1,...,J be a finite sequence of real or complex numbers. Then, we have for all r ě 1
that
(2.10)
´
E|
Jÿ
j“1
ajXj|r
¯ 1
r À ?r` max
1ďjďJ
}Xj}ψ2
˘´ Jÿ
j“1
|aj |2
¯ 1
2
.
In other words, it holds that ››› Jÿ
j“1
ajXj
›››
ψ2
À ` max
1ďjďJ
}Xj}ψ2
˘}aj}ℓ2j .
Whereas Khintchine’s inequality controls the sub-gaussian norm of a random series, we also record
the following estimate for the maximum of sub-gaussian random variables.
Lemma 2.4 (Maximum of sub-gaussian random variables).
Let pXjqj“1,...,J be a finite sequence of (not necessarily independent) sub-gaussian random variables.
Then, it holds that
(2.11) } max
1ďjďJ
|Xj |}ψ2 À
a
logp2` Jq max
1ďjďJ
}Xj}ψ2 .
Proof. Let r ě 1 be arbitrary and let p ě 1 remain to be chosen. From the embedding ℓp ãÑ ℓ8
and Ho¨lder’s inequality, we obtain that´
E max
1ďjďJ
|Xj |r
¯ 1
r “
´
E
` Jÿ
j“1
|Xj |pr
˘ 1
p
¯ 1
r À
´
E
Jÿ
j“1
|Xj |pr
¯ 1
pr ď
´ Jÿ
j“1
p?pr}Xj}ψ2qpr
¯ 1
pr
À ?prJ 1pr max
1ďjďJ
}Xj}ψ2 À
?
r
?
pJ
1
p max
1ďjďJ
}Xj}ψ2 .
The desired estimate then follows by choosing p :“ logp2` Jq. 
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We now record the following large-deviation estimate for the radial randomization fω in Sobolev
spaces. Similar estimates for the Wiener randomization are well-known in the literature on disper-
sive equations with random initial data.
Lemma 2.5 (The Hs-norm of the radial randomization).
Let s P R, let f P HsradpR3q, and let fω be as in Definiton 1.1. Then, it holds for all r ě 1 that
(2.12) }fω}LrωHsradpΩˆR3q À
?
r}f}Hs
rad
pR3q.
Furthermore, let s1 ą s and assume that f R Hs1radpR3q. Then, it holds that
(2.13) }fω}
Hs
1
rad
pR3q
“ 8 a.s.
This lemma shows that the radial randomization does not change the regularity of f on the scale
of L2-based Sobolev spaces.
Proof. Since the radial randomization commutes with the Fourier multiplier x∇ys, we may assume
that s “ 0. Using Minkowski integral and Khintchine’s inequality, we obtain that for all r ě 2 that
}fω}LrωL2xpΩˆR3q ď }fω}L2xLrωpR3ˆΩq À
?
r}1rn,n`1sp|∇|qf}L2xℓ2npR3ˆNq
“ ?r}1rn,n`1sp|∇|qf}ℓ2nL2xpNˆR3q “
?
r}f}L2xpR3q.
This yields (2.12). A simple calculation shows that
(2.14) E expp´}fω}2
Hs
1
rad
pR3q
q “ 0,
which yields (2.13).

3. Similarity coordinates, first-order systems, and Bourgain’s trick
In this section, we perform several standard reformulations of the Cauchy problem (1.1). They
consist of a combination of the first-order systems from [21, 23] with Bourgain’s trick [5].
3.1. Similarity coordinates and first-order system. Since the solution u is spherically sym-
metric, we can rewrite the nonlinear wave equation (1.1) as
´B2t upt, rq ` B2rupt, rq `
2
r
Brupt, rq “ ´upt, rq5.
We now switch from Cartesian to similarity coordinates. For a fixed T P r1{2, 3{2s and pt, xq P CT ,
we define the similarity coordinates pτ, yq P r0,8q ˆ B3 by
(3.1) τ :“ ´ logpT ´ tq ` logpT q and y :“ x
T ´ t
We also write ρ :“ |y| “ r{pT ´ tq. In similarity coordinates, we write the solution as
(3.2) ψpτ, ρ;T q :“ pT ´ tq 12upt, rq.
To simplify the notation, we will often omit the dependence of ψpτ, ρ;T q on T and simply write
ψpτ, ρq “ ψpτ, ρ;T q. The ODE-blowup upT q : CT Ñ R is given in similarity coordinates by
(3.3) ψpT qpτ, ρ;T q “ κ.
As in [21], we obtain a first-order system by introducing
(3.4)
ψ1pτ, ρq :“ ψpτ, ρq,
ψ2pτ, ρq :“
`Bτ ` ρBρ ` 1
2
˘
ψpτ, ρq.
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The purpose of the lower-order term 1{2 ¨ ψpτ, ρq in the definition of ψ2pτ, ρq is to cancel the effect
of the factor pT ´ tq 12 in (3.2) on the initial data. In the unknowns pψ1, ψ2q, the nonlinear wave
equation (1.1) takes the form
(3.5)
$’&’%
Bτψ1 “ ´ρBρψ1 ´ 12ψ1 ` ψ2
Bτψ2 “ B2ρψ1 ` 2ρBρψ1 ´ ρBρψ2 ´ 32ψ2 ` ψ51
ψ1p0, ρq “ T 12u1pTρq, ψ2p0, ρq “ T 32u2pTρq.
We write ψ “ pψ1, ψ2q for the vector containing both components. From the definition of pψ1, ψ2q,
it follows that the ODE-blowup upT q corresponds to ψpT q “ pκ, κ{2q. We also denote the rescaled
initial data by
(3.6) ΛpT qu0pρq :“
˜
T
1
2u1pTρq
T
3
2u2pTρq
¸
.
Finally, we decompose the evolution into the ODE-blowup and a lower-order term. To this end,
we set
(3.7) φpτ, ρ;T q :“ ψpτ, ρ;T q ´ψpT qpτ, ρ;T q “ pψ1pτ, ρ;T q ´ κ, ψ2pτ, ρ;T q ´ κ{2q.
We denote the individual components of φ by pφ1, φ2q. Then, the nonlinear wave equation (1.1) in
terms of pφ1, φ2q is given by
(3.8)
$’&’%
Bτφ1 “ ´ρBρφ1 ´ 12φ1 ` φ2
Bτφ2 “ B2ρφ1 ` 2ρBρφ1 ´ ρBρφ2 ´ 32φ2 ` 154 φ1 `Npφ1q
φ1p0, ρq “ T 12u1pTρq ´ κ, φ2p0, ρq “ T 32u2pTρq ´ κ2 ,
where
(3.9) Npφ1q :“ 10κ3φ21 ` 10κ2φ31 ` 5κφ41 ` φ51.
The potential term 15
4
φ1 in (3.8) equals 5κ
4φ1, and thus corresponds to the potential term v ÞÑ
pupT qq4v in Cartesian coordinates.
3.2. The linearized problem. For the majority of this paper, we will be concerned with the
linearized version of (3.8). More precisely, we are interested in
(3.10)
$’&’%
Bτφ1 “ ´ρBρφ1 ´ 12φ1 ` φ2
Bτφ2 “ B2ρφ1 ` 2ρBρφ1 ´ ρBρφ2 ´ 32φ2 ` 154 φ1
φp0q “ φ0,
which corresponds to a linear wave equation with a potential. We now recall some notation and
basic properties regarding (3.10) from [21, 23]. We define the differential operator
(3.11) L˜0 φpρq :“
ˆ ´ρBρφ1 ´ 12φ1 ` φ2
B2ρφ1 ` 2ρBρφ1 ´ ρBρφ2 ´ 32φ2
˙
with domain
(3.12) DpL˜0q :“ C2pr0, 1sq ˆ C1pr0, 1sq.
We note that despite the singularity, ρ´1Bρφ1 is still contained in L2pB3q for all φ P DpL˜0q. Since L˜0
does not contain the potential term 15{4 ¨φ1, it corresponds to the free wave equation in similarity
coordinates. For any φ P C1pr0, 1sq ˆ C0pr0, 1sq, we define
(3.13) }φ}2
H1
rad
pB3q :“
ż 1
0
ppρφ1q1q2 ` pρφ2q2dρ.
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The Hilbert space H1radpB3q is then defined through completion. A simple calculation shows that
(3.14) }φ}2
H1
rad
pB3q “
ż 1
0
ppφ11q2 ` φ22qρ2dρ` φ21p0q,
and hence H1radpB3q » H1radpB3q ˆ L2radpB3q. From [21, Proposition 2.1], it follows that L˜0 has a
closed extension L0, which generates a strongly-continuous and uniformly bounded one-parameter
semi-group tS0pτq : τ ě 0u. We define the compact linear operator L1 : H1radpB3q Ñ H1radpB3q by
(3.15) L1 φpρq :“
ˆ
0
15
4
φ1pρq
˙
.
Finally, we set L :“ L0`L1, which is (an extension of) the formal differential operator in (3.10).
Using the bounded perturbation theorem, it follows that L generates a strongly continuous one-
parameter semigroup Spτq. We also recall the following properties of L and the associated one-
parameter semigroup Spτq.
Lemma 3.1 ([21, Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 5.7]).
We have that σpLq Ď tz P C : Re z ď 0u Ť t1u and 1 P σppLq. The geometric eigenspace of the
eigenvalue 1 is one-dimensional and spanned by
(3.16) gpρq :“
ˆ
2
3
˙
.
Furthermore, there exists a bounded projection P : H1radpB3q Ñ xgy such that rP, Spτqs=0 for all
τ ě 0. As a consequence, we have that SpτqP “ eτP for all τ ě 0. Finally, we have that
(3.17) }SpτqpI ´ P q}H1
rad
pB3qÑH1
rad
pB3q À 1
uniformly for all τ ě 0.
The unstable mode g corresponds to the time-translation invariance of (1.1). As a result, it does
not correspond to a physical instability but is instead an artifact of working with a fixed T ą 0
in (3.1). In order to apply P to the random initial data, we will obtain more detailed information
about its continuity properties in Proposition 4.1.
3.3. Bourgain’s trick. There are two different reasons which prevent us from applying a contrac-
tion mapping argument directly to (3.8). First, the initial data for (3.8) does not belong to the
energy space H1radpB3q, and is therefore scaling super-critical. Second, the linear evolution Spτq
has an unstable mode which leads to exponential growth. To solve the first problem, we rely on
the randomness and use Bourgain’s trick [5], which is also known as the Da Prato-Debussche trick
[17]. To this end, we define
(3.18) f0 :“ pf1, f2q, fω0 :“ pfω1 , fω2 q, and fT,ωpτ, ρq :“ Spτqp1´ P qΛpT qfω0 .
Here, the projection p1´P q also removes the unstable mode. Even though Spτq and P are originally
defined on the energy space H1radpB3q, it follows from Proposition 5.1 that fT,ω is well-defined. We
denote the components of fT,ω by
(3.19) pfT,ω1 , fT,ω2 q :“ fT,ω.
We now split the evolution φ into the random, rough, and linear evolution fT,ω and a smoother,
nonlinear evolution ζ. More precisely, we set
(3.20) φpτ, ρq “ fT,ωpτ, ρq ` ζpτ, ρq, where ζpτ, ρq :“ pζ1pτ, ρq, ζ2pτ, ρqq.
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Due to the form of the initial data pu1, u2q “ pup1qp0, ¨q ` fω1 , Btup1qp0, ¨q ` fω2 q, the initial value
problem (1.1) in terms of ζ “ pζ1, ζ2q reads
(3.21)
$’&’%
Bτζ1 “ ´ρBρζ1 ´ 12ζ1 ` ζ2
Bτζ2 “ B2ρζ1 ` 2ρBρζ1 ´ ρBρζ2 ´ 32ζ2 ` 154 ζ1 `NpfT,ω1 ` ζ1q
ζp0q “ PΛTfω0 ` ΛTup1qp0, ¨q ´ pκ, κ{2q.
Using Proposition 4.1 below, we will see that the initial data of ζ belongs to the energy space.
Using the linear propagator Spτq, the Duhamel formulation of (3.21) is then given by
(3.22) ζpτq “ Spτqζ0 `
ż τ
0
Spτ ´ σq
ˆ
0
NpfT,ω1 ` ζ1q
˙
pσqdσ.
As can be seen from (3.22), we have replaced the rough initial data by a rough forcing term. In our
setting, this is a favorable trade-off. The rough forcing term can eventually be controlled through
the smoothing effect of the Duhamel integral and probabilistic Strichartz estimates.
However, the Duhamel formulation (3.22) does not yet account for the presence of the unstable
mode g in the nonlinear components. This difficulty was already present in [21, 23] and will be
addressed in Section 6.
3.4. A coordinate change to L2p0, 1q2. The first-order system in pψ1, ψ2q is a natural framework
for Strichartz estimates (Section 5) and the nonlinear theory (Section 6). Unfortunately, it is not
well-adapted to several explicit calculations (in Section 4), and it is much simpler to work in L2p0, 1q2
instead of H1radpB3q. This eliminates certain factors of ρ and also treats the two coordinates on
equal footing. We therefore recall the following definitions from [21, 23].
We first define the linear isomorphism
(3.23) G : H1radpB3q Ñ pL2p0, 1qq2,
ˆ
φ1
φ2
˙
ÞÑ
ˆ
ρφ2
pρφ1q1
˙
.
The inverse G´1 : pL2p0, 1qq2 Ñ H1radpB3q is given by
(3.24) G´1
ˆ
v1
v2
˙
“ 1
ρ
ˆşρ
0
v2psqds
v1pρq
˙
.
Using the definition of the H1radpB3q-norm in (3.13), it is easy to see that G is an isometry. We then
define the differential operator L˜0 :“ G L˜0 G´1, which is formally given by
(3.25) L˜0 vpρq “
ˆ´ρBρv1pρq ` Bρv2pρq ´ 12v1pρq
Bρv1pρq ´ ρBρv2pρq ´ 12v2pρq
˙
.
A simple calculation shows that
tv P C2pr0, 1sq2 : v1p0q “ 0u Ď DpL˜0q “ GDpL˜0q Ď tv P C1pr0, 1sq2 : v1p0q “ 0u.
The closure of L˜0 is given by L0 :“ G L0 G´1. We also define the bounded operator L1 :“ G L1 G´1,
which is given by
(3.26) L1 vpρq :“
ˆ
15
4
şρ
0
v2psqds
0
˙
.
Finally, we define the differential operator L and the Riesz projection P by
(3.27) L :“ L0`L1 “ GLG´1 and P :“ GPG´1.
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4. The Riesz projection operator below the energy space
In order to apply the Riesz projection in (3.18), we need to study its mapping properties on initial
data below the energy space.
Proposition 4.1 (The Riesz projection P ).
The Riesz projection P : H1radpB3q Ñ H1radpB3q is given by
(4.1) Pφ “ 2
π
xh,GφyL2p0,1q2g, where g “
ˆ
2
3
˙
and h “
ˆ
ρ
a
1´ ρ2
1
2
p1` ρ2q
a
1´ ρ2
˙
For any s ą 0, P extends to a bounded linear map from HsradpR3q into H1radpB3q.
The range of the projection P was already determined in [21, 23]. By the Riesz-representation
theorem, it is clear that P has the form (4.1) for some h P L2p0, 1q2. In order to extend P from
H1pB3q to HsradpR3q, however, we need to show that h has additional regularity. To this end, we
determine the explicit expression of h through the adjoint eigenvalue problem.
Lemma 4.2.
For L and P as in (3.27), it holds that
(4.2) RangepP˚q Ď KerpI ´ L˚q.
Proof. From [23, Lemma 3.6 and 3.7], we have that RangepPq “ KerpI ´ Lq. Since the Riesz
projection P commutes with L, we obtain that
(4.3) P L Ď LP “ P .
For all v P DpLq and all w P L2p0, 1q2, it follows that
xLv,P˚wyL2 “ xP Lv,wyL2 “ xP v,wyL2 “ xv,P˚wyL2 .
Thus, P˚w P DpL˚q and L˚ P˚w “ P˚w. 
Lemma 4.3.
The adjoint of L : DpLq Ď L2p0, 1q2 Ñ L2p0, 1q2 is given by
(4.4) L˚w “
˜
Bρpρw1q ´ Bρw2 ´ 12w1
Bρpρw2q ´ Bρw1 ´ 12w2 ` 154
ş1
ρ
w1psqds
¸
and has the domain
(4.5)
DpL˚q “ tw P L2p0, 1q2 : p1´ ρqw1, p1´ ρqw2, w1 ´ w2 P H1p0, 1q,
w1p0q “ pw1 ´ w2qp1q “ lim
ρÒ1
p1´ ρqw1pρq “ lim
ρÒ1
p1´ ρqw2pρq “ 0u.
The proof of Lemma 4.3 proceeds along a standard computation and similar arguments can be
found in many functional analysis or mathematical physics textbooks, see e.g. [46]. For the sake
of completeness, we still present a detailed argument below.
Proof. Recall that L “ L0`L1. Since L1 is bounded and has the adjoint
pL1q˚w “
˜
0
15
4
ş1
ρ
w1psqds
¸
,
it remains to determine the adjoint of L0. Since L0 is the closure of L˜0, we have that L
˚
0 “ L˜˚0 . We
now let w P DpL˚0q, φ :“ L˚0 w, and
(4.6) v P tpv1, v2q P C2pr0, 1sq2 : v1p0q “ 0u Ď DpL˜0q.
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Furthermore, we define for j “ 1, 2 the anti-derivatives
Φjpρq :“ ´
ż 1
ρ
φjpsqds and Wjpρq :“ ´
ż 1
ρ
wjpsqds.
It follows that
(4.7) xv,L˚0 wy “ xv,φy “
ż 1
0
v1φ1 ` v2φ2 dρ “ ´v2p0qΦ2p0q ´
ż 1
0
Bρv1Φ1 ` Bρv2 Φ2 dρ.
Similarly, we obtain that
(4.8) xL0 v,wy “
ż 1
0
Bρv1 p´ρw1 ` w2 ` 1
2
W1q ` Bρv2 pw1 ´ ρw2 ` 1
2
W2qdρ` 1
2
v2p0qW2p0q.
By combining (4.7) and (4.8), we obtain that
(4.9)
ż 1
0
Bρv1 p´ρw1`w2` 1
2
W1`Φ1q`Bρv2 pw1´ρw2` 1
2
W2`Φ2qdρ “ ´v2p0qp1
2
W2p0q`Φ2p0qq.
To simplify the notation, we set Fj :“ 12 ¨Wj ` Φj. By varying pv1, v2q P C8c pp0, 1qq2 in (4.9), we
obtain for some c1, c2 P R that
´ρw1 ` w2 ` F1 “ c1,
w1 ´ ρw2 ` F2 “ c2.
By inserting this back into (4.9), we obtain that
v1p1qc1 ` v2p1qc2 ` v2p0qpF2p0q ´ c2q “ 0.
By varying v1p1q, v2p1q, and v2p0q, we obtain that c1 “ c2 “ F2p0q “ 0. As a result, (4.9) turns into
´ρw1 ` w2 ` F1 “ 0,(4.10)
w1 ´ ρw2 ` F2 “ 0.(4.11)
We now prove that w is an element of the right-hand side in (4.5). By eliminating the w2 terms in
(4.10) and (4.11), we obtain that
p1´ ρ2qw1 ` ρF1 ` F2 “ 0.
Since F1, F2 P H1p0, 1q and F1p1q “ F2p1q “ 0, we obtain that p1 ´ ρqw1 P H1p0, 1q and the
boundary condition limρÒ1p1´ ρqw1pρq “ 0. A similar argument yields the same properties for w2.
Since F2p0q “ 0, it follows from (4.11) that w1p0q “ 0. The properties for the difference follow from
w1 ´ w2 “ ´F1 ´ p1´ ρqw1.
The formula for the adjoint L˚0 follows from the definition of Fj and by taking derivatives in (4.10)
and (4.11). Finally, the inclusion of the right-hand side of (4.5) in the domain of L˚0 follows from
a simple integration by parts. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1: Let v P KerpI ´ L˚q. From Lemma 4.3, we obtain that
(4.12)
´Bρpρv1q ` Bρv2 ` 3
2
v1 “ 0,
Bρv1 ´ Bρpρv2q ` 3
2
v2 ´ 15
4
ż 1
ρ
v1psqds “ 0.
By using the first equation and the boundary conditions of v P DpL˚q, we obtain that
´15
4
ż 1
ρ
v1psqds “ 5
2
ż 1
ρ
pv12psq ´ psv1psqq1qds “ ´
5
2
pv2pρq ´ ρv1pρqq.
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By inserting this into the second equation of (4.12), we obtain the system
(4.13)
´ρBρv1 ` Bρv2 ` 1
2
v1 “ 0,
Bρv1 ´ ρBρv2 ` 5
2
ρv1 ´ 2v2 “ 0.
This linear system has an explicit fundamental system of solutions given byˆ ´1` 2ρ2
1
2
pρ` 2ρ3q
˙
and
ˆ
ρ
a
1´ ρ2
1
2
p1` ρ2q
a
1´ ρ2
˙
.
Using the boundary conditions of v P DpL˚q, we obtain the explicit expression for h. Furthermore,
we have that
(4.14) xh,GgyL2p0,1q2 “
ż 1
0
p1` 4ρ2q
a
1´ ρ2dρ “
a
1´ ρ2ρ3 ` arcsinpρq|1ρ“0 “
π
2
.
Since Pg “ g, this leads to the pre-factor in (4.1). It remains to prove that P extends to a bounded
linear map on HsradpR3q. For any φ P H1radpB3q, we have that
xh,GφyL2 “
ż 1
0
1` ρ2
2
a
1´ ρ2pρφ1q1dρ`
ż 1
0
ρ2
a
1´ ρ2φ2dρ
“ 1
2
ż 1
0
ρ2p1´ ρq´ 12 p3ρ2 ´ 1qφ1pρqdρ`
ż 1
0
ρ2
a
1´ ρ2φ2dρ
“ 1
8π
ż
R3
p1´ |x|2q´ 12 p3|x|2 ´ 1q1B3pxqφ1pxqdx`
1
4π
ż
R3
a
1´ |x|21B3pxqφ2pxqdx.
A simple calculation shows for all 1 ď p ă 2 that
p1´ |x|2q´ 12 p3|x|2 ´ 1q1B3pxq P LppR3q and
a
1´ |x|21B3pxq P W 1,ppR3q.
Using Sobolev embedding, it follows for all s ą 0 that
(4.15) p1´ |x|2q´ 12 p3|x|2 ´ 1q1B3pxq P H´sradpR3q and
a
1´ |x|21B3pxq P H1´srad pR3q.
This yields the desired continuity properties of P . 
5. Probabilistic Strichartz estimates in similarity coordinates
In this section, we prove probabilistic Strichartz estimates for the linearized evolution around the
blowup in similarity coordinates.
Proposition 5.1 (Probabilistic Strichartz estimates in similarity coordinates).
For any T P r1
2
, 3
2
s, let fT,ω be as in (3.18). Then, we have for all r ě 1 that››E sup
TPr 1
2
, 3
2
s
}fT,ω1 pτ, yq}L2τL4ypr0,8qˆB3q
››
LrωpΩq
À ?r}f0}H2{3`
rad
pR3q
,(5.1)
››E sup
TPr 1
2
, 3
2
s
}fT,ω1 pτ, yq}L5τL10y pr0,8qˆB3q
››
LrωpΩq
À ?r}f0}H7{10`
rad
pR3q
.(5.2)
Furthermore, if f0 P H7{10`rad pR3q, then the map”1
2
,
3
2
ı
Ñ pL2τL4y
Ş
L5τL
10
y qpr0,8q ˆ B3q, T ÞÑ fT,ω1
is almost surely continuous.
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Remark 5.2.
In the deterministic setting, Donninger [21] proved Strichartz estimates in L2τL
8
y instead of L
2
τL
4
y.
Unfortunately, even the L2τL
8
y -estimate for the free propagator S0pτq does not lead to a probabilistic
gain under the radial randomization. This problem already occurs in Cartesian coordinates and is
discussed in [10, Remark 3.2].
5.1. The free propagator. In this subsection, we first prove the estimates from Proposition 5.1
for the free propagator.
Proposition 5.3 (Probabilistic Strichartz estimates for the free propagator).
For any r ě 1, we have the probabilistic Strichartz estimates
(5.3)
›› sup
TPp 1
2
, 3
2
q
}pS0pτqΛTfω0 q1}L2τL4ypr0,8qˆB3q
››
Lrω
À ?r}f0}
H
2
3
`
rad
pR3q
and
(5.4)
›› sup
TPp 1
2
, 3
2
q
}pS0pτqΛTfω0 q1}L5τL10y pr0,8qˆB3q
››
Lrω
À ?r}f0}
H
7
10
`
rad
pR3q
.
Furthermore, if f0 P H7{10`rad pR3q, then the map”1
2
,
3
2
ı
Ñ pL2τL4y
Ş
L5τL
10
y qpr0,8q ˆ B3q, T ÞÑ pS0pτqΛTfω0 q1
is almost surely continuous.
We make a few preliminary remarks. Recall from Section 3.2 that S0pτq denotes the propagator of
the free wave equation written as a first order system in similarity coordinates. Since we will also
be working in Cartesian coordinates, we denote by W0ptq the propagator of the free wave equation
in Cartesian coordinates. More precisely, we have that
W0ptqf0 :“ cospt|∇|qf1 ` sinpt|∇|q|∇| f2.
While S0pτq returns a vector-valued function, W0ptq only returns a scalar-valued functions. We
decided to keep this slight inconsistency since it simplifies the notation below. From the change of
variables in Section 3.1, it follows for all u0 P H1radpR3q and all pτ, yq P r0,8q ˆ B3 that
(5.5) pS0pτqΛTu0q1pyq “ T
1
2 e´
τ
2 pW0pT p1´ e´τ qqu0qpTe´τyq “ pT ´ tq
1
2W0ptqu0pxq.
As long as we obtain suitable bounds, this identity naturally extends to less regular functions. Be-
fore we prove Proposition 5.3, we prove the following probabilistic Bernstein inequality in Cartesian
coordinates.
Lemma 5.4 (Probabilistic Bernstein estimate).
Let f P L2radpR3q and N ě 1. Then, it holds for all 2 ď p ď 8 and all r ě 1 that
(5.6) }QNfω}LrωLpxpΩˆR3q À
?
rN
1´ 2
p
`}QNf}L2xpR3q.
As a consequence, we obtain for all f0 P H0radpR3q that
(5.7) }W0ptqQNfω0 }LrωL8t LpxpΩˆr0,2sˆR3q À
?
rN
1´ 2
p
`}QNf0}H0
rad
pR3q
Remark 5.5.
Except for the endpoints p “ 2,8, one can likely improve (5.6) and (5.7) through a more detailed
analysis of annular Fourier multipliers (see e.g. [15]). As can be seen from the proof of Proposition
5.3 below, however, this would only improve (5.3) and hence does not affect the main theorem.
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Proof of Lemma 5.4: For any n P N satisfying n „ N , we first prove the operator bound
(5.8) }1rn,n`1sp|∇|q}L2
rad
pR3qÑLp
rad
pR3q À N1´
2
p .
The estimate for p “ 2 follows directly from Plancherell’s theorem. We now treat the case p “ 8.
To this end, let f P L2radpR3q and assume that supp pf Ď tξ : }ξ}2 P rn, n` 1su. Using (2.4), we have
that
(5.9) |fprq| À r´1
ż n`1
n
| sinprνq|| pfpνq|νdν À ż n`1
n
| pfpνq|ν2dν À N}ν pf}L2νpr0,8qq “ N}f}L2xpR3q.
The general case 2 ď p ď 8 then follows from Ho¨lder’s inequality. We now proceed with the proof
of (5.6). For any 2 ď p ă 8 and r ě p, it follows from Minkowski’s integral inequality, Khintchine’s
inequality, and the operator bound (5.8) that
}QNfω}LrωLpx “ }
ÿ
n„N
Xn1rn,n`1sp|∇|qQNf}LrωLpx ď }
ÿ
n„N
Xn1rn,n`1sp|∇|qQNf}LpxLrω
À ?r}1rn,n`1sp|∇|qQNf}Lpxℓ2n À
?
r}1rn,n`1sp|∇|qQNf}ℓ2nLpx À
?
rN
1´ 2
p }1rn,n`1sp|∇|qQNf}ℓ2nL2x
À ?rN1´ 2p }QNf}L2x.
The restriction to r ě p can then be removed by using Ho¨lder’s inequality in ω. If p “ 8, we let
2 ď rp ă 8 and obtain from the (deterministic) Bernstein inequality that
(5.10) }QNfω}L8pR3q ď N
3rp }QNfω}LrppR3q
By choosing rp sufficiently large, the case p “ 8 in (5.6) then follows from the same estimate for
p ă 8. Except for minor technical difficulties due to q “ 8, the second estimate (5.7) follows from
the same argument. We refer to [10, Lemma 3.7] for a detailed exposition of a similar argument. 
Proof of Proposition 5.3: We first switch from similarity coordinates back into Cartesian coordi-
nates. A simple calculation using (5.5) shows for all 1 ď q, p ď 8 that
(5.11) }pS0pτqΛTfω0 q1}LqτLpypr0,8qˆB3q “ }pT ´ tq
1
2
´ 1
q
´ 3
pW0ptqfω0 }LqtLpxpCT q.
Using this, it follows that
(5.12) sup
TPp 1
2
, 3
2
q
}pS0pτqΛTfω0 q1}L5τL10y pr0,8qˆB3q ď }W0ptqfω0 }L5tL10x pRˆR3q
The first estimate (5.4) then follows directly from [10, Lemma 3.4 with γ “ 1]. Let us now turn
to the proof of the second estimate (5.3). After performing a Littlewood-Paley decomposition in
N ě 1 and loosing a factor of N0`, we may assume f0 is frequency-localized on the dyadic scale
}ξ} „ N . Let TN :“ T ´ cN´2α, where α ą 0 remains to be chosen. Using Ho¨lder’s inequality in
the spatial variables, we have that
}pT ´ tq´ 34W0ptqfω0 }L2tL4xpCT q
ď }pT ´ tq´ 34W0ptqfω0 }L2tL4xptpt,xq : 0ďtďTN ,|x|ďT´tuq ` }W0ptqf
ω
0 }L2tL8x ptpt,xq : TNďtďT,|x|ďT´tuq
ď }pT ´ tq´ 34 }L2t pr0,TN sq}W0ptqf
ω
0 }L8t L4xpr0,2sˆR3q ` }1}L2t prTN ,T sq}W0ptqf
ω
0 }L8t L8x pr0,2sˆR3q
ď N α2 }W0ptqfω0 }L8t L4xpr0,2sˆR3q `N´α}W0ptqfω0 }L8t L8x pr0,2sˆR3q.
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Using Lemma 5.4, it follows that
} sup
TPr 1
2
, 3
2
s
}pT ´ tq´ 34W0ptqfω0 }L2tL4xpCT q}Lrω
ď N α2 }W0ptqfω0 }LrωL8t L4xpΩˆr0,2sˆR3q `N´α}W0ptqfω0 }LrωL8t L8x pΩˆr0,2sˆR3q
À ?rpN α2` 12 `N1´αqN0`}f0}H0
rad
pR3q.
The estimate (5.3) then follows by choosing α “ 1{3. Using the previous estimates, the continuity
statement follows from a soft argument. Indeed, for initial data with frequency support inside a
single dyadic frequency scale N , the continuity follows from the deterministic Strichartz estimates
in [21, Proposition 2.2]. Since the series over all dyadic frequency scales almost surely converges
absolutely in L2τL
4
y
Ş
L5τL
10
y , the continuity is preserved by the infinite sum. 
5.2. Evolution under the difference of the propagators. In this subsection, we control the
evolution of the random initial data under the difference of the propagators Spτq and S0pτq.
Proposition 5.6 (Probabilistic Strichartz estimates for the difference).
For any r ě 1 and any 2 ď q, p ă 8, we have that
(5.13) } sup
TPr 1
2
, 3
2
s
}pSpτq ´ S0pτqqp1 ´ P qΛT fω0 }LqτLpypr0,8sˆB3q}Lrω À
?
r}f0}
H
1
2
`
rad
pR3q
.
Furthermore, for almost every ω P Ω, the map
(5.14)
”1
2
,
3
2
ı
ÞÑ LqτLpypr0,8q ˆ B3q, T ÞÑ pSpτq ´ S0pτqqp1 ´ P qΛT fω0 .
is continuous.
As in [21, Section 2.5], Laplace inversion leads to the representation
(5.15) SpτqpI ´ P qf0 “ 1
2πi
lim
KÑ8
ż ǫ`iK
ǫ´iK
eλτRLpλqpI ´ P qf0 dλ “ 1
2πi
lim
KÑ8
ż ǫ`iK
ǫ´iK
eλτRLpλq rf0 dλ,
where ǫ ą 0, rf0 :“ pI ´ P qf0, and RLpλq :“ pλ ´ Lq´1 is the resolvent. Due to the eigenvalue
1 P σppLq, the projection I´P is essential for the identity (5.15). In our estimates of the right-hand
side of (5.15), however, the condition rf0 P RangepI ´ P q will no longer be necessary.
In order to proceed with our analysis, we require more detailed information on the resolvent RLpλq.
If φ “ RLpλq rf0, we obtain the equation
(5.16)
$’&’%
ρBρφ1 ` pλ` 1
2
qφ1 ´ φ2 “ rf1
´ B2ρφ1 ´
2
ρ
Bρφ1 ` ρBρφ2 ` pλ` 3
2
qφ2 ´ 15
4
φ1 “ rf2 .
By inserting the expression for φ2 from the first equation into the second, we obtain that
(5.17) ´ p1´ ρ2qB2ρφ´
2
ρ
Bρφ` 3ρBρφ` 2λρBρφ`
`
λ2 ` 2λ` 3
4
˘
φ´ 15
4
φ “ Fλ,
where φ “ φ1 and
(5.18) Fλ “ ρ rf 11 ` pλ` 32q rf1 ` rf2.
We then let G “ Gpρ, s;λq be the Green’s function of (5.17). This leads to the representation
formula
(5.19) pSpτqpI ´ P qf0q1 “ 1
2πi
lim
KÑ8
ż ǫ`iK
ǫ´iK
ż 1
0
eλτGpρ, s;λqFλpsqdsdλ.
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In addition, we also consider
(5.20) ´ p1´ ρ2qB2ρφ´
2
ρ
Bρφ` 3ρBρφ` 2λρBρφ` pλ2 ` 2λ` 3
4
qφ “ Fλ,
which differs from (5.17) by the potential term p´15{4q ¨ φ. As a result, (5.20) corresponds to the
free wave equation and we denote the associated Green’s function by G0 “ G0pρ, s;λq. We also
denote the difference of the Green’s functions by
(5.21) rGpρ, s;λq :“ Gpρ, s;λq ´G0pρ, s;λq.
Since the Laplace inversion formula also holds for the free propagator S0pτq (even without Riesz
projection), this leads to the representation formula
(5.22) pSpτqpI ´ P qf0q1 “ pS0pτqpI ´ P qf0q1 ` 1
2πi
lim
KÑ8
ż ǫ`iK
ǫ´iK
ż 1
0
eλτ rGpρ, s;λqFλpsqdsdλ.
In order to prove Proposition 5.6, it therefore remains to control the contribution of the rG-term in
(5.22). Motivated by (5.18), we define for any h P C8radpB3q the propagators
S˜p1qpτqhpρq “ 1
2πi
lim
ǫÑ0
lim
KÑ8
ż ǫ`iK
ǫ´iK
ż 1
0
eλτ rGpρ, s;λqhpsqdsdλ,(5.23)
S˜p2qpτqhpρq “ 1
2πi
lim
ǫÑ0
lim
KÑ8
ż ǫ`iK
ǫ´iK
ż 1
0
λeλτ rGpρ, s;λqhpsqdsdλ.(5.24)
Recalling the definition of Fλ from (5.18), the representation formula (5.22) then takes the form
(5.25) pSpτqpI ´ P qf0q1 “ pS0pτqpI ´ P qf0q1 ` S˜p1qpτq
´
ρ rf 11 ` 32 rf1 ` rf2¯` S˜p2qpτq rf1.
We now recall the following lemma, which also justifies the limit ǫÑ 0.
Lemma 5.7 ([21, Lemma 3.9 and Proposition 4.6]).
For any h P C8radpB3q, the limits in (5.23) and (5.24) are well-defined. Moreover, if 2 ď q, p ď 8
satisfy
1
q
` 3
p
“ 1
2
,
then we have the Strichartz estimates
} S˜p1qpτqh}LqτLpypr0,8sˆB3q À }h}L2radpB3q,(5.26)
} S˜p2qpτqh}LqτLpypr0,8sˆB3q À }h}H1radpB3q.(5.27)
In particular, S˜p1qpτq and S˜p2qpτq continuously extend to L2radpB3q and H1radpB3q, respectively.
As already indicated below (5.15), the estimates (5.26) and (5.27) do not rely on the Riesz projection
pI ´ P q. Since S˜p1qpτq will be applied to ρ rf 11 and rf2, the L2-norm is natural in (5.26). In the
deterministic setting, Lemma 5.7 and estimates for the free propagator lead to the desired Strichartz
estimates for SpτqpI ´ P q. Unfortunately, Lemma 5.7 does not yield the desired probabilistic
Strichartz estimates for random initial data. To this end, we prove the following refinement.
Proposition 5.8 (Oscillatory integral estimates).
For all ν P R, q ě 1, and δ ą 0, it holds that
} S˜p1qpτqpρ´1e˘iνρq}LqτL8ρ pr0,8qˆr0,1sq Àδ xνy´
1
2
`δ,(5.28)
} S˜p1qpτqpe˘iνρq}LqτL8ρ pr0,8qˆr0,1sq Àδ xνy´
1
2
`δ,(5.29)
} S˜p2qpτqpρ´1 sinpνρqq}LqτL8ρ pr0,8qˆr0,1sq Àδ xνy
1
2
`δ.(5.30)
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The proof of the oscillatory integral estimates is by far the most technical aspect of this paper. It
relies on the decomposition of the Green’s function in [21, Section 3] and methods from harmonic
analysis. In order to not interrupt the flow of the argument, we have decided to move the proof
into Section 7.
Corollary 5.9 (Refined Strichartz estimates).
Let n ě 0 and let f0 P H0radpR3q with frequency support inside tξ P R3 : }ξ}2 P rn, n` 1su. Then, it
holds for all q ě 1 that
(5.31) sup
TPr 1
2
, 3
2
s
}pSpτq ´ S0pτqqp1 ´ P qΛT f0}LqτL8y pr0,8qˆB3q À }f0}
H
1
2
`
rad
pR3q
.
Furthermore, the map
(5.32)
”1
2
,
3
2
ı
ÞÑ LqτLpypr0,8q ˆ B3q, T ÞÑ pSpτq ´ S0pτqqp1 ´ P qΛT f0.
is continuous.
Proof. By a simple scaling argument, it suffices to prove (5.31) for T “ 1. From rf0 “ pI ´ P qf0,
the representation formula (5.25), and Proposition 4.1, it follows that
ppSpτq ´ S0pτqqpI ´ P qf0q1 “ S˜p1qpτq
´
ρ rf 11 ` 32 rf1 ` rf2¯` S˜p2qpτqp rf1q
“ S˜p1qpτq
´
ρf 11 `
3
2
f1 ` f2
¯
` S˜p2qpτqpf1q(5.33)
´ 2
π
xh,Gf0yL2p0,1q2pS˜p1qpτqp6q ` S˜p2qpτqp2qq.(5.34)
Since |xh,Gf0y| À }f0}H0`pR3q, the contribution of (5.34) can be controlled through Lemma 5.7.
Thus, it remains to control the contribution of (5.33). From (2.4), we obtain for j “ 1, 2 that
fjpρq “
c
2
π
ρ´1
ż 8
0
sinpρνq pfjpνqνdν.
Since the map ν ÞÑ ρ´1 sinpρνq is continuous from r0,8q to H1radpB3q, it follows from Lemma 5.7
that we can commute the integral in ν with the propagators S˜p1qpτq and S˜p2qpτq. It follows that
S˜p1qpτq
´
ρf 11 `
3
2
f1 ` f2
¯
` S˜p2qpτqpf1q
“ S˜p1qpτq
´
pρf1q1 ` 1
2
f1 ` f2
¯
` S˜p2qpτqpf1q
“
c
2
π
ż 8
0
pf1pνqν”ν S˜p1qpτqpcospρνqq ` 1
2
S˜p1qpτqpρ´1 sinpρνqq ` S˜p2qpτqpρ´1 sinpρνqq
ı
dν
`
c
2
π
ż 8
0
pf2pνqν S˜p1qpτqpρ´1 sinpρνqqdν.
From Proposition 5.8 and the support condition for pf0, it follows that
} S˜p1qpτqpρf 11 `
3
2
f1 ` f2q ` S˜p2qpτqpf1q}LqτL8ρ pr0,8qˆr0,1sq
À
ż n`1
n
xνy 12`δ|ν|| pf1pνq| ` xνy´ 12`δ|ν|| pf2pνq|dν
À }xνy 12`δ|ν| pf1pνq}L2νpr0,8qq ` }xνy´ 12`δ|ν| pf2pνq}L2νpr0,8qq
À }f0}
H
1
2
`δ
rad
pR3q
.
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This completes the proof of (5.31). The continuity of the map (5.32) follows from a soft argument.
It is a consequence of the support condition on pf0, the continuity of T ÞÑ ΛT f0 P H1radpB3q, and
Lemma 5.7. 
Proof of Proposition 5.6: We first perform a Littlewood-Paley decomposition
fω0 “
ÿ
Ně1
QNf
ω
0 .
For any fixed T P r1{2, 3{2s and r ě maxpq, pq, we obtain from Minkowski’s integral inequality,
Khintchine’s inequality, and Corollary 5.9 that
}pSpτq ´ S0pτqqp1 ´ P qΛTQNfω0 }LrωLqτLpypΩˆr0,8qˆB3q
ď }
ÿ
n„N
Xn pSpτq ´ S0pτqqp1 ´ P qΛT 1rn,n`1qp|∇|qQNf0}LqτLpyLrωpr0,8qˆB3ˆΩq
À ?r}pSpτq ´ S0pτqqp1 ´ P qΛT 1rn,n`1qp|∇|qQNf0}LqτLpyℓ2npr0,8qˆB3ˆNq
À ?r}pSpτq ´ S0pτqqp1 ´ P qΛT 1rn,n`1qp|∇|qQNf0}ℓ2nLqτLpypNˆr0,8qˆB3q
À ?rN 12`δ}1rn,n`1qp|∇|qQNf0}ℓ2nL2xpNˆR3q
À ?rN 12`δ}QNf0}H0pR3q.
We now use an ǫ-net argument to control the supremum over T , which is a standard tool in high-
dimensional probability (see e.g. [48, Section 4]). We first set
TN :“
!1
2
` j
N10
: j “ 0, 1, . . . , N10
)
.
For any T1, T2 P r1{2, 3{2s, we also have from the deterministic Strichartz estimate (Lemma 5.7)
that
}pSpτq ´ S0pτqqp1 ´ P qpΛT1 ´ ΛT2qQNfω0 }LqτLpypr0,8qˆB3q
À }pΛT1 ´ ΛT2qQNfω0 }H1
rad
pB3q À |T1 ´ T2|N2}QNfω0 }H0pR3q
Using this, we can bound the supremum over T P r1{2, 3{2s by
sup
TPr1{2,3{2s
}pSpτq ´ S0pτqqp1 ´ P qΛTQNfω0 }LqτLpypΩˆr0,8qˆB3q
À sup
TPTN
}pSpτq ´ S0pτqqp1 ´ P qΛTQNfω0 }LqτLpypΩˆr0,8qˆB3q `N´8}fω0 }H0pR3q.
Using the estimate for a fixed T , Lemma 2.4, and Lemma 2.5, we obtain that
} sup
TPr1{2,3{2s
}pSpτq ´ S0pτqqp1 ´ P qΛTQNfω0 }LqτLpypr0,8qˆB3q}LrωpΩq À
?
rN
1
2
`2δ}QNf0}H0pR3q.
After summing in N , we obtain the desired estimate (5.13). The continuity in T follows from the
same soft argument as in the proof of Proposition 5.3. 
5.3. Proof of Proposition 5.1. Using the previous estimates of this section, we are now ready
to provide a short proof of Proposition 5.1.
Proof of Proposition 5.1: We recall that
fT,ω “ Spτqp1 ´ P qΛTfω0 .
In order to utilize our previous estimates, we split
fT,ω “ S0pτqΛTfω0 ´ S0pτqPΛTfω0 ` pSpτq ´ S0pτqqp1 ´ P qΛTfω0 .
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The estimate and continuity statement for S0pτqΛTfω0 follow directly from Proposition 5.3. In
order to estimate the second term, we use Proposition 4.1 to write
S0pτqPΛTfω0 “
2
π
xh,GΛTfω0 yL2p0,1q2 S0pτqg.
The estimate and continuity statement then follow from Lemma 2.5, Proposition 4.1, and the
deterministic Strichartz estimate [21, Proposition 2.2]. Finally, the third term can be controlled
with Proposition 5.6. 
6. The nonlinear problem
Recall from (3.22) that the Duhamel formulation of the nonlinear Cauchy problem is given by
(6.1) ζpτq “ Spτqζ0 `
ż τ
0
Spτ ´ σqN pfT,ω1 ` ζ1qpσqdσ.
Due to the unstable mode, we cannot use a contraction argument to construct solutions of (6.1).
To circumvent this problem, the following two-step procedure was introduced in [21, 23]:
(1) Solve a modified version of (6.1) in which the unstable mode has been removed.
(2) Choose the blowup time T so that the modified and original Duhamel formulation coincide.
6.1. The modified equation. For any ζ0 P H1radpB3q and any radial function f1 : r0,8qˆB3 Ñ R,
we define the operator
(6.2) Kζ0,f1pζq :“ p1´P q
´
Spτqζ0`
ż τ
0
Spτ ´σqN pf1` ζ1qpσqdσ
¯
´P
ż 8
τ
eτ´σN pf1` ζ1qpσqdσ.
We also define the function-space norm
(6.3) }ζ}Z :“ }ζ}C0τH1radpr0,8qˆB3q ` }ζ1}L2τL8y pr0,8qˆB3q.
For any δ ą 0, we define the corresponding δ-ball by
(6.4) Zδ :“ tζ P Cpr0,8q;H1radpB3qq : }ζ}Z ď δu.
Using Sobolev embedding and Ho¨lder’s inequality, we also obtain that
}ζ1}L5τL10y pr0,8qˆB3q À }ζ1}
3
5
L8τ L
6
ypr0,8qˆB
3q
}ζ1}
2
5
L2τL
8
y pr0,8qˆB
3q
À }ζ}Z .
Lemma 6.1 (Solution of the modified Cauchy problem).
Let c ą 0 be a sufficiently small absolute constant. Assume that ζ0 P H1radpB3q and f1 : r0,8qˆB3 Ñ
R satisfy
(6.5) }f1}L2τL4ypr0,8qˆB3q, }f1}L5τL10y pr0,8qˆB3q, }ζ0}H1radpB3q ď cδ.
Then, there exists a unique solution ζ P Zδ of ζ “ Kζ0,f1pζq. Furthermore, the data-to-solution
map
(6.6) H1radpB3q ˆ pL2τL4y
Ş
L5τL
10
y qpr0,8q ˆ B3q Ñ Zδ, pζ0, f1q ÞÑ ζ
is continuous and
(6.7) }N pf1 ` ζ1q}L1τH1radpr0,8qˆB3q À δ
2.
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Proof. We use a contraction mapping argument. We first prove that (6.7) holds for any ζ P Zδ.
We have that
}N pf1 ` ζ1q}L1τH1radpr0,8qˆB3q
À }f21 ` ζ21 ` f51 ` ζ51}L1τL2ypr0,8qˆB3q
À }f1}2L2τL4ypr0,8qˆB3q ` }ζ1}
2
L2τL
8
y pr0,8qˆB
3q ` }f1}5L5τL10y pr0,8qˆB3q ` }ζ1}
5
L5τL
10
y pr0,8qˆB
3q
À δ2 ` δ5 À δ2.
We now estimate the contributions of the 1 ´ P and P -terms in Kζ0,f1 separately. Using the
(deterministic) homogeneous Strichartz estimates from [21, Theorem 4.1], we have that
}p1´ P qSpτqζ0}Zδ À }ζ0}H1
rad
ď cδ.
By using the inhomogeneous Strichartz estimates in [21, Theorem 4.1], we also have that
}p1´ P q
ż τ
0
Spτ ´ σqN pf1 ` ζ1qpσqdσ}Zδ À }N pf1 ` ζ1qpσq}L1τH1radpr0,8qˆB3q À δ
2.
Using the continuity of P : H1radpB3q Ñ H1radpB3q, we have that
}P
ż 8
τ
eτ´σN pf1 ` ζ1qpσqdσ}L8τ H1radpr0,8qˆB3q
À sup
τě0
ż 8
τ
eτ´σ}N pf1 ` ζ1qpσq}H1
rad
pB3qdσ
À }N pf1 ` ζ1q}L1τH1radpr0,8qˆB3q À δ
2.
Finally, we obtain from Young’s inequality that›››P ż 8
τ
eτ´σN pf1 ` ζ1qpσqdσ
›››
L2τL
8
y pr0,8qˆB
3q
À
››› ż 8
0
eτ´σ1p´8,0spτ ´ σq}N pf1 ` ζ1qpσq}H1
rad
pB3qdσ
›››
L2τ pr0,8qq
¨ }g1}L8y pB3q
À }1p´8,0spτqe´τ }L2τ pRq}N pf1 ` ζ1q}L1τH1radpr0,8qˆB3q À δ
2.
By combining the above inequalities, we obtain for all ζ P Zδ that
(6.8) }Kζ0,f1pζq}Zδ À cδ ` δ2.
The self-mapping property Kζ0,f1 : Zδ Ñ Zδ then follows as long as c ą 0 and δ ą 0 are sufficiently
small. Using a standard modification of these arguments, one obtains for all ζ0, rζ0 P H1radpB3q,
f1, rf1 : r0,8q ˆ B3 Ñ R, and ζ, rζ P Zδ that
(6.9)
}Kζ0,f1 ζ ´Kζ˜0 ,˜f1 rζ}Zδ
ď 1
2
}ζ ´ rζ}Zδ ` C`}ζ0 ´ rζ0}H1
rad
pB3q ` }f1 ´ rf1}L2τL4ypr0,8qˆB3q ` }f1 ´ rf1}L5τL10y pr0,8qˆB3q˘.
This implies the existence of a unique fixed point and the continuity of the data-to-solution map. 
6.2. On the blowup time T . In this subsection we perform the second step in our scheme to solve
(6.1). We show that there exists a choice of T such that (6.1) and the modified Cauchy problem
coincide.
Lemma 6.2 (Choice of T ).
Let s ą 0, let f0 P HsradpR3q, and let
(6.10)
”1
2
,
3
2
ı
Ñ pL2τL4y
Ş
L5τL
10
y qpr0,8q ˆ B3q, T ÞÑ fT1
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be continuous. In addition, assume the smallness conditions
(6.11) }f0}Hs
rad
pR3q, sup
TPr 1
2
, 3
2
s
}fT1 }L2τL4ypr0,8qˆB3q, sup
TPr 1
2
, 3
2
s
}fT1 }L5τL10y pr0,8qˆB3q ď cδ,
where c, δ ą 0 are as in Lemma 6.1. Let ζT be the fixed point of the modified Duhamel integral
(6.2) with initial data
ζT p0q “ PΛTf0 ` ΛTup1qp0q ´
`
κ,
κ
2
˘
.
and forcing term fT1 . Then, there exists a time T P r1´ δ, 1 ` δs satisfying
(6.12) P
´
ζT p0q `
ż 8
0
e´σN pfT1 ` ζT1 qpσqdσ
¯
“ 0.
The argument is a minor modification of [21, Lemma 6.5]. For the reader’s convenience, we still
present the details below.
Proof. Since ΛTup1qp0q “ pT 12up1qp0, Tρq, T 32up1qp0, Tρqq “ κpT 12 , T 32 {2q, we have that
BT pT
1
2up1qp0, Tρq, T 32up1qp0, Tρqqˇˇ
T“1
“ pκ
2
,
3κ
4
q “ κ
4
g.
Since Pg “ g, this implies
(6.13) P pT 12up1qp0, Tρq ´ κ, T 32up1qp0, Tρq ´ κ
2
q “ `κ
4
pT ´ 1q `OppT ´ 1q2q˘g.
Using the assumptions on the initial data and Lemma 6.1, we obtain for all T P r1´ δ, 1 ` δs that
(6.14) P
´
ζT p0q `
ż 8
0
e´σN pfT,1 ` ζT1 qpσqdσ
¯
“ pκ
4
pT ´ 1q ` apT qqg,
where a : r1 ´ δ, 1 ` δs Ñ R is a continuous function satisfying |apT q| À cδ ` δ2. Since c ą 0 is
sufficiently small, the function
(6.15) T P r1´ δ, 1 ` δs Ñ κ
4
pT ´ 1q ` apT q
is negative at T “ 1´ δ and positive at T “ 1` δ. It follows from the intermediate value theorem
that (6.15) has a zero, and this implies (6.12). 
6.3. Proof of the main theorem. By collecting the previous results, we now obtain a short proof
of Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3: By Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.5, and Proposition 5.1, there exists a set Ωf0,δ Ď Ω
with measure
(6.16) PpΩf0,δq ě 1´ 2 exp
´
´ c1 δ
2
}f0}2Hs
rad
pR3q
¯
such that the following three conditions are satisfied for all ω P Ωf0,δ:
(i) }fω0 }Hs
rad
pR3q ď cδ,
(ii) for fT,ω1 as in (3.19), we have that
sup
TPr 1
2
, 3
2
s
}fT,ω1 }L2τL4ypr0,8qˆB3q, sup
TPr 1
2
, 3
2
s
}fT,ω1 }L5τL10y pr0,8qˆB3q ď cδ,
(iii) the map ”1
2
,
3
2
ı
Ñ pL2τL4y
Ş
L5τL
10
y qpr0,8q ˆ B3q, T ÞÑ fT,ω1
is continuous.
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By using Lemma 6.1, we obtain for all T P r1
2
, 3
2
s a solution ζT P Zδ of the modified Cauchy problem
(6.17) ζT :“ p1´P q
´
SpτqζT0 `
ż τ
0
Spτ ´σqN pfT,ω1 ` ζT1 qpσqdσ
¯
´P
ż 8
τ
eτ´σN pfT,ω1 ` ζ1qpσqdσ
with initial data
ζT0 :“ PΛTfω0 ` ΛTup1qp0, ¨q ´ pκ,
κ
2
q.
From Lemma 6.2, it follows that there exists a T P r1´ δ, 1 ` δs such that
(6.18) SpτqP
´
ζT0 `
ż 8
0
e´σN pfT,ω1 ` ζT1 qpσqdσ
¯
“ 0.
By adding (6.17) and (6.18), it follows that ζT satisfies
(6.19) ζT “ SpτqζT0 `
ż τ
0
Spτ ´ σqN pfT,ω1 ` ζT1 qpσqdσ.
According to the reformulation of the Cauchy problem in Section 3, it follows that
(6.20) ψpτ, ρ;T q “ κ` fT,ω1 ` ζT1
solves the nonlinear wave equation in similarity coordinates. We then obtain the solution u : CT Ñ R
by switching back into Cartesian coordinates. The desired estimate (1.9) then follows from
}fT,ω1 }L2τL4ypr0,8qˆB3q À δ, }ζT1 }L2τL8y pr0,8qˆB3q À δ,
and a simple calculation. 
7. Proof of oscillatory integral estimates
In this section, we prove Proposition 5.8. As indicated before, it forms the most technical part of
the paper. In particular, we will have to deal with a large number of terms (see e.g. Lemma 7.2).
We first define symbol classes which were also used (in a similar form) in [21, Definition 3.1].
Definition 7.1 (Symbol estimates).
If U Ď Rd is open, η P U , and α P Rd, we write fpωq “ Oppω ´ ηqαq if
(7.1) |Bjωfpωq| ď Cj
dź
k“1
|ωk ´ ηk|αk´jk
for all ω P U and j P Nd0. Symbol estimates involving the Japanese bracket, such as Opxω´ ηyαq or
Oppω1 ´ η1qα1xω2 ´ η2yα2q, are defined similarly. We also write Oo if the symbol is odd.
More generally, we write Opξqppω´ηqαq if the symbol depends on a parameter ξ but satisfies symbol
estimates for derivatives in ω uniformly with respect to ξ. That is, we write fpω, ξq “ Opξqppω´ηqαq
if
|Bjωfpω, ξq| ď Cj
dź
k“1
|ωk ´ ηk|αk´jk ,
where the constant Cj does not depend on ξ.
Furthermore, let δ0 ą 0 be a small absolute constant. We also let χ : RÑ r0, 1s be a smooth cut-off
function which satisfies χpxq “ 1 for |x| ď δ0{2 and χpxq “ 0 for |x| ě δ0. With this notation in
hand, we can now recall the main estimates on the Green’s function rG from [21].
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Lemma 7.2 (Decomposition of the Green’s function [21, Lemma 3.8]).
We have that
(7.2) rGpρ, s;λq “ 6ÿ
m“1
Gmpρ, s;λq,
where
G1pρ, s;λq “ 1sěρ χpρxωyqρ´1
`p1` ρq 12´λ ´ p1´ ρq 12´λ˘
1´ 2λ sp1´ sq
´ 1
2
`λγ1pρ, s;λq,(7.3)
G2pρ, s;λq “ 1
1´ 2λ1sěρ r1´ χpρxωyqsρ
´1p1` ρq 12´λsp1´ sq´ 12`λγ2pρ, s;λq,(7.4)
G3pρ, s;λq “ 1
1´ 2λ1sěρ r1´ χpρxωyqsρ
´1p1´ ρq 12´λsp1´ sq´ 12`λγ3pρ, s;λq,(7.5)
G4pρ, s;λq “ 1sďρ χpsxωyqρ´1p1` ρq
1
2
´λs
`p1´ sq´ 12`λ ´ p1` sq´ 12`λ˘
1´ 2λ γ4pρ, s;λq,(7.6)
G5pρ, s;λq “ 1
1´ 2λ1sďρ r1´ χpsxωyqsρ
´1p1` ρq 12´λsp1´ sq´ 12`λγ5pρ, s;λq,(7.7)
G6pρ, s;λq “ 1
1´ 2λ1sďρ r1´ χpsxωyqsρ
´1p1` ρq 12´λsp1` sq´ 12`λγ6pρ, s;λq,(7.8)
and
γmpρ, s;λq “ Opρ0s0qOopxωy´1q `Opp1´ ρq0s0xwy´2q `Opρ0p1´ sqxωy´2q
for all ρ, s P p0, 1q, ǫ P r0, 1
3
s, ω P R, 1 ď m ď 6, and λ “ ǫ` iω.
In addition to the smooth cut-off χ, we also need a dyadic partition over R. To this end, we also
write χď0pxq :“ χpxq. For any j ě 1, we define χjpxq :“ χp2´jxq ´ χp2´pj´1qxq. Thus, the family
tχjujě1 Ť tχď0u forms a dyadic partion of R. Our choice of the subscript ď 0 in χď0, instead of
the simpler choice χ0, is due to a separate dyadic decomposition on small scales in the proof of
Lemma 7.6. In order to utilize the decomposition in Lemma 7.2, we prove the following standard
non-stationary phase estimates.
Lemma 7.3 (Non-stationary phase estimates).
For any k P Z, we define the oscillatory integrals
(7.9) I0,kpaq :“
ż
R
χď0pxwyqe˘iωaOpxωy´kqdω and Ij,kpaq :“
ż
R
χjpxwyqe˘iωaOpxωy´kqdω.
Then, we have for every j ě 0 and l ě 0 that
(7.10) |Ij,kpaq| Àl 2´jpk´1qminp1, p2jaq´lq
Furthermore, we also have that
(7.11)
ˇˇˇ ż
R
χď0pxωyq sinpωaqOpxwy´1qdω
ˇˇˇ
À a and
ˇˇˇ ż
R
χjpxωyq sinpωaqOpxwy´1qdω
ˇˇˇ
À 2ja.
Proof. We only control the contribution of χj with j ě 1, since the estimates for χď0 are similar.
Using the triangle inequality, we have that
|Ij,kpaq| À
ż
R
χjpωqxωy´kdω À 2´jpk´1q.
This proves the first bound in (7.10). Similarly, we have thatˇˇˇ ż
R
χjpxωyq sinpωaqOpxwy´1qdω
ˇˇˇ
À
ż
R
χjpxωyq | sinpaωq||ω| dω À a
ż
R
χjpxωyqdω À 2ja,
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which proves (7.11). Using integration by parts l-times, we obtain that
Ij,kpaq “
´˘i
a
¯l ż
e˘iωaBlω
´
χjpωqOpxωy´kq
¯
dω “ p2jaq´l
ż
e˘iωarχjpxωyqOpxωy´kqdω,
where rχj is a minor modification of χj. After taking absolute values and integrating, this yields
the second bound in (7.10). 
Lemma 7.4 (Pointwise kernel estimates).
For any 1 ď m ď 6, we set
(7.12) Hmpρ, s; τq :“
ż
R
eiτωGmpρ, s; iωqdω.
Then, we can decompose
Hmpρ, s; τq “ 1
2
ż 1
´1
Hmpρ, s; τ, θqdθ
and obtain the following estimates: For all 0 ă s, ρ ă 1, τ ě 0, θ P r´1, 1s, δ ą 0, and l ě 0, we
have that
(7.13) |Hmpρ, s; τ, θq| Àδ,l sp1´ sq´
1
2
´δxτy´l.
If s ‰ ρ, we also have the following bounds on the derivatives:
|BsH1pρ, s; τ, θq| Àδ,l p1´ sq´
3`δ
2 p1` |τ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` θρq|´1qxτy´l,(7.14)
|BsH2pρ, s; τ, θq| Àδ,l p1´ sq´
3`δ
2 p1` |τ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` ρq|´1qxτy´l,(7.15)
|BsH3pρ, s; τ, θq| Àδ,l p1´ sq´
3`δ
2 p1` |τ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1´ ρq|´1qxτy´l,(7.16)
|BsH4pρ, s; τ, θq| Àδ,l χps{2qs ps´1 ` |θ||τ ` logp1´ θsq ´ logp1` ρq|´1qxτy´l,(7.17)
|BsH5pρ, s; τ, θq| Àδ,l p1´ sq´
3`δ
2 p1` |τ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` ρq|´1qxτy´l,(7.18)
|BsH6pρ, s; τ, θq| Àδ,l p1´ sq´
3`δ
2 p1` |τ ` logp1` sq ´ logp1` ρq|´1qxτy´l.(7.19)
We emphasize that, except for m “ 4, the derivative bounds (7.14)-(7.19) are all relatively similar.
Remark 7.5.
We encourage the reader to ignore the averaging in θ, which is a technical inconvenience related to
the singularities at τ ` logp1´ sq´ logp1` θρq “ 0 and τ ` logp1´ θsq´ logp1` ρq “ 0. As can be
expected from (7.14)-(7.19), it is also only required for the derivative bounds of m “ 1, 4.
A slight variant of the pointwise estimate (7.13) was already obtained in [21, Proposition 4.4]. Since
s´1 ` p1 ´ sq´1 „ s´1p1 ´ sq´1, the upper bounds (7.14)-(7.19) are consistent with the derivative
of the upper bound in (7.13). Due to the highly oscillatory nature of H, however, the upper
bounds on the derivatives cannot be directly derived from (7.13). As we will see shortly, the (mild)
singularities in the second factors of (7.14)-(7.19) are related to derivatives of the phase function.
Proof. In this proof only, we set χ0pxq :“ χď0pxq, which drastically simplifies the notation below.
While the pointwise bound (7.13) was already obtained in [21, Proposition 4.4], we still include the
argument here. We believe that this makes it easier to follow the more difficult derivative bounds
(7.14)-(7.19). We first note that
xτ ` logp1´ sqy´l Àδ,l p1´ sq´δxτy´l,
which will be used in all of the steps below. From now on, we treat each Hm separately. As a
result, the proof splits into six steps.
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Control of H1: We need to eliminate the singular factor ρ
´1 in (7.3). We use the fundamental
theorem of calculus and obtain
ρ´1
p1` ρq 12´iω ´ p1´ ρq 12´iω
1´ 2iω “
1
2
ż 1
´1
p1´ θρq´ 12´iωdθ.
Using that χpρxωyq ‰ 0 implies χpρ{2q “ 1, we then define
H1pρ, s; τ, θq
:“ 1sěρχpρ{2qp1 ` θρq´
1
2 sp1´ sq´ 12
ÿ
jě0
ż
R
χpρxωyqχjpxωyqeiωpτ`logp1´sq´logp1`θρqqγ1pρ, s, iωqdω,
where the convergence of the series will be justified through the estimates below. Since the cutoff
χpρxωyq is even and does not destroy symbol estimates in ω, i.e., χpρxωyqOpxωy´kq “ Opρqpxωy´kq,
we obtain that
(7.20)
ż
R
χpρxωyqχjpxωyqeiωpτ`logp1´sq´logp1`θρqqγ1pρ, s, iωqdω
“
ż
R
χjpxωyq sinppτ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` θρqqωqOpρqps0xωy´1qdω
`
ż
R
χjpxωyqeiωpτ`logp1´sq´logp1`θρqqOpρqps0p1´ sq0xωy´2qdω.
We first prove the pointwise bound (7.13). From Lemma 7.3, it follows thatˇˇˇ ż
R
χpρxωyqχjpxωyqeiωpτ`logp1´sq´logp1`θρqqγ1pρ, s, iωqdω
ˇˇˇ
À minp2j |τ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` θρq|, p2j |τ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` θρq|q´lq
` 2´j minp1, p2j |τ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` θρq|q´lq.
After summing in j ě 0, it then follows that
|H1pρ, s; τ, θq| À 1sěρχpρ{2qp1` θρq´
1
2 sp1´ sq´ 12 xτ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` θρqy´l
À sp1´ sq´ 12 xτ ` logp1´ sqy´l.
We now turn to the derivative bound (7.14). If the derivative Bs hits either s, p1 ´ sq´ 12 , or
γ1pρ, s, iωq, we pay a factor of s´1 ` p1 ´ sq´1 „ s´1p1 ´ sq´1 and conclude using the same
arguments as before. If Bs hits the complex exponential, we use Lemma 7.3 and obtainˇˇˇ ż
R
χpρxωyqχjpxωyqBs
´
eiωpτ`logp1´sq´logp1`θρqq
¯
γ1pρ, s; iωqdω
ˇˇˇ
“ p1´ sq´1
ˇˇˇ ż
R
χjpxωyqeiωpτ`logp1´sq´logp1`θρqqOpρ,sqpxwy´0qdω
ˇˇˇ
À p1´ sq´12j minp1, p2j |τ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` θρq|´lq
After summing in j ě 0, the contribution of this term to BsH1pρ, s; τq is bounded by
(7.21)
s p1´ sq´ 32 |τ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` θρq|´1xτ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` θρqy´l
À s p1´ sq´ 32 |τ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` θρq|´1xτ ` logp1´ sqy´l.
This leads to the singular factor on the right-hand side of (7.14) We remark that (7.21) has an
additional s-factor, which is not reflected in (7.14). This additional factor only plays a role in a
similar estimate for H4.
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Control of H2: Here, the averaging in θ is not necessary and we simply set H2pρ, s; τ, θq :“
H2pρ, s; τq. By inserting (7.4) into the definition of H2 and performing a dyadic decomposition, we
obtain that
H2pρ, s; τq
“ 1sěρsp1´ sq´
1
2 p1` ρq 12ρ´1
ÿ
jě0
ż
R
p1´ χpρxωyqqχjpxωyqeiωpτ`logp1´sq´logp1`ρqq γ2pρ, s; iωq
1´ 2iω dω.
From the properties of γ2 in Lemma 7.2, it follows that
(7.22)
γ2pρ, s; iωq
1´ 2iω “ O
pρqps0p1´ sq0xωy´2q.
From Lemma 7.3, it follows that
(7.23)
ˇˇˇ ż
R
p1´ χpρxωyqqχjpxωyqeiωpτ`logp1´sq´logp1`ρqq γ2pρ, s; iωq
1´ 2iω dω
ˇˇˇ
À 12jÁρ´1 2´j minp1, p2j |τ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` ρq|q´lq
À 12jÁρ´1 2´jxτ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` ρqy´l
À 12jÁρ´1 2´jxτ ` logp1´ sqy´l.
By performing the summation in j, we obtain that
H2pρ, s, τq À 1sěρp1` ρq
1
2 sp1´ sq´ 12 xτ ` logp1´ sqy´lρ´1
ÿ
jě0
12jÁρ´1 2
´j
À 1sěρsp1´ sq´
1
2 xτ ` logp1´ sqy´l.
This yields (7.13). We now turn to the bound on the derivative. We have that
Bs
ż
R
p1´ χpρxωyqqχjpxωyqeiωpτ`logp1´sq´logp1`ρqq γ2pρ, s; iωq
1´ 2iω dω
“ ip1´ sq´1
ż
R
p1´ χpρxωyqqχjpxωyqω eiωpτ`logp1´sq´logp1`ρqq γ2pρ, s; iωq
1´ 2iω dω
`
ż
R
p1´ χpρxωyqqχjpxωyqeiωpτ`logp1´sq´logp1`ρqq Bsγ2pρ, s; iωq
1´ 2iω dω
“ p1´ sq´1
ż
R
p1´ χpρxωyqqχjpxωyqeiωpτ`logp1´sq´logp1`ρqqOpρ,sqpxωy´1qdω
`
ż
R
p1´ χpρxωyqqχjpxωyqeiωpτ`logp1´sq´logp1`ρqqBsOpρqps0p1´ sq0xwy´2qdω
From Lemma 7.3, it follows thatˇˇˇ
Bs
ż
R
p1´ χpρxωyqqχjpxωyqeiωpτ`logp1´sq´logp1`ρqq γ2pρ, s; iωq
1´ 2iω dω
ˇˇˇ
À 12jÁρ´1 p1´ sq´1minp1, p2j |τ ` logp1` sq ´ logp1` ρq|q´lq
` 12jÁρ´1ps´1 ` p1´ sq´1q2´j minp1, p2j |τ ` logp1` sq ´ logp1` ρq|q´lq
À ρs´1p1´ sq´12j minp1, p2j |τ ` logp1` sq ´ logp1` ρq|q´lq.
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By performing the summation in j, we obtain that
|BsH2pρ, s, τq|
À p1` ρq 12 p1´ sq´ 32 |τ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` ρq|´1xτ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` ρqy´l
À p1´ sq´ 32 |τ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` ρq|´1xτ ` logp1´ sqy´l.
Control of H3: Since G3 can be obtained from G2 by replacing p1`ρq 12´λ with p1´ρq 12´λ, a similar
argument shows that
|H3pρ, s; τq| À p1´ ρq 12 sp1´ sq´ 12 xτ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1´ ρqy´l
and
|BsH3pρ, s; τq|
À p1´ ρq 12 p1´ sq´ 32 p1` |τ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1´ ρq|´1qxτ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1´ ρqy´l.
The desired bound (7.16) then follows from
p1´ ρq 12 xτ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1´ ρqy´l À xτ ` logp1´ sqy´l.
Control of H4: Since χps{2q ” 1 on the support of G4, we may insert the cutoff χps{2q. Similar as
in our treatment of H1, we use the fundamental theorem of calculus to write
s´1
p1´ sq´ 12`iω ´ p1` sq´ 12`iω
1´ 2iω “
1
2
ż 1
´1
p1´ θsq´ 32`iωdθ.
We then set
H4pρ, s; τ, θq
:“ 1sďρχps{2qρ´1p1` ρq 12 s2p1´ sq´ 32
ÿ
jě0
ż
R
χpsxωyqχjpxωyqeiωpτ`logp1´θsq´logp1`ρqqγ4pρ, s; τqdω,
where the convergence of the series will be justified through the estimates below. Using the same
arguments as in our estimate of H1, we obtain thatˇˇˇ ż
R
χpsxωyqχjpxωyqeiωpτ`logp1´θsq´logp1`ρqqγ4pρ, s, iωqdω
ˇˇˇ
À minp2j |τ ` logp1´ θsq ´ logp1` ρq|, p2j |τ ` logp1´ θsq ´ logp1` ρq|q´lq
` 2´j minp1, p2j |τ ` logp1´ θsq ´ logp1` ρqq´lq.
After summing in j ě 0, this leads to the pointwise bound. The estimate of the derivative of H4
is again similar as for H1. In particular, we recall that (7.21) has an additional s-factor, which is
reflected in our estimate (7.17) of BsH4. The only new term occurs when the s-derivative hits the
cutoff χpsxωyq. This term can be controlled by
(7.24)
ˇˇˇ ż
R
Bs
´
χpsxωyq
¯
χjpxωyqeiωpτ`logp1´θsq´logp1`ρqqγ4pρ, s; τqdω
ˇˇˇ
À
ˇˇˇ ż
R
χ1psxωyqχjpxωyqeiωpτ`logp1´θsq´logp1`ρqqOpρ,sqpxωy´0qdω
ˇˇˇ
À 1s„2´j 2j minp1, p2j |τ ` logp1´ θsq ´ logp1` ρq|q´lq
À 1s„2´j s´1minp1, |τ ` logp1´ θsq ´ logp1` ρq|´lq
À 1s„2´j s´1xτ ` logp1´ θsq ´ logp1` ρqy´l.
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Since s ď 1{2 on the support of G4 and |θ| ď 1, we may further bound
xτ ` logp1´ θsq ´ logp1` ρqy´l À xτy´l.
After summing in j ě 0, this yields an acceptable contribution to (7.17).
Control of H5: This argument is similar to the estimate for H2. For the pointwise bound, we simply
repeat the argument from (7.23) with p1´ χpρxωyqq replaced by p1´ χpsxωyqq. This yields
|H5pρ, s; τq| À 1sďρρ´1s2p1´ sq´
1
2 xτ ` logp1´ sqy´l À sp1´ sq´ 12 xτ ` logp1´ sqy´l.
The control of the derivative BsH5 is similar to the control of BsH2. It only contains one additional
term, which occurs when Bs hits p1´χpsxωyqq. Using Lemma 7.3, the contribution of this additional
term is bounded by
(7.25)
1sďρ ρ
´1sp1´ sq´ 12
ˇˇˇ ż
R
Bs
`
1´ χpsxωyq˘eiωpτ`logp1´sq´logp1`ρqqOpρ,sqpxωy´2qdω ˇˇˇ
“ 1sďρ ρ´1sp1´ sq´
1
2
ˇˇˇ ż
R
χ1psxωyqeiωpτ`logp1´sq´logp1`ρqqOpρ,sqpxωy´1qdω
ˇˇˇ
À 1sďρ ρ´1sp1´ sq´
1
2 minp1, sl|τ ` logp1´ sq ´ logp1` ρq|´lq
À 1sďρ p1´ sq´
1
2 xτ ` logp1´ sqy´l.
Control of H6: Since G6 can be obtained from G5 by replacing p1´ sq´ 12`λ with p1` sq´ 12`λ, this
can controlled using the same (or simpler) estimates as for H5. Indeed, the same arguments lead
to
|H6pρ, s; τq| À sp1` sq´ 12 xτ ` logp1` sqy´l
and
|BsH6pρ, s; τq| À p1` sq´ 32 p1` |τ ` logp1` sq ´ logp1` ρq|´1qxτ ` logp1` sqy´l.
The final estimate (7.19) then follows from
p1` sq´ 32 xτ ` logp1` sqy´l À xτy´l.

Lemma 7.6.
Let 1 ď m ď 6, let Hmpρ, s; τ, θq be as in Lemma 7.4, let 1 ď q ď 8, and let δ ą 0. Then, it holds
that
(7.26)
››› ż 1
0
Hmpρ, s; τ, θqs´1e˘isνds
›››
L
q
τL8ρ pr0,8qˆr0,1sq
Àδ xνy´
1
2
`δ
This lemma will lead to the first oscillatory integral estimate (5.28).
Proof. The argument splits into three cases, corresponding to different groups of values of 1 ď m ď
6.
Step 1: m “ 1, 2, 3, 5. We first drop the parameter θ from our notation. In order to present a
unified argument, we assume that Hpρ, s, τq satisfies
(7.27) |Hpρ, s; τq| Àδ,l sp1´ sq´
1`δ
2 xτy´l
and, as long as s ‰ ρ,
(7.28) |BsHpρ, s; τq| Àδ,l p1´ sq´
3`δ
2 p1` |τ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sq|´1qxτy´l,
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where τ0 “ τ0pρq ě ´10. Under these assumptions, we prove that
(7.29)
ˇˇˇ ż 1
0
Hpρ, s; τqs´1e˘isνds
ˇˇˇ
Àδ,l xνy´
1
2
`2δxτy´l,
which yields (7.26). From now on, all implicit constants are allowed to depend on δ and l. For
any |ν| À 1, the desired estimate (7.29) follows directly from (7.27). As a result, we now focus
on |ν| " 1. We perform a dyadic decomposition around the singularity τ ` τ0 ` logp1 ´ sq “ 0.
In contrast to the arguments in the proof of Lemma 7.4, we will need a decomposition into small
dyadic scales. To this end, we define
(7.30) χą0pxq “ p1´ χpxqq and χjpxq :“ χp2´jxq ´ χp2´pj´1qxq,
where j ď 0. We now decomposeż 1
0
Hpρ, s; τqs´1e˘isνds
“
ż 1
0
χpxνysqHpρ, s; τqs´1e˘isνds(7.31)
`
ÿ
jď0
ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqχjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqqHpρ, s; τqs´1e˘isνds(7.32)
`
ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqχpxνyp1´ sqqχą0pτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqqHpρ, s; τqs´1e˘isνds(7.33)
`
ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqp1´ χpxνyp1´ sqqqχą0pτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqqHpρ, s; τqs´1e˘isνds.(7.34)
The contributions from near the singularities s “ 0, 1, which correspond to (7.31) and (7.33), can
be estimated directly from (7.27). We have thatˇˇˇ ż 1
0
pχpxνysqqHpρ, s; τqs´1e˘isνds
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqχpxνyp1´ sqqχą0pτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqqHpρ, s; τqs´1e˘isνds
ˇˇˇ
À
ż 1
0
pχpxνysq ` χpxνyp1´ sqqqp1´ sq´ 1`δ2 xτy´lds
À xνy´ 12`δxτy´l,
which is acceptable. We now treat the contribution near the singularity τ ` τ0 ` logp1 ´ sq “ 0,
which corresponds to (7.32). Using j ď 0, we obtain on the support of χjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqq that
(7.35) p1´ δ02j`1qe´τ´τ0 ď 1´ s ď p1` δ02j`1qe´τ´τ0 .
Using (7.27), we have thatˇˇˇ ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqχjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqqHpρ, s; τqs´1e˘isνds
ˇˇˇ
À
ż 1
0
χjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqqp1´ sq´
1`δ
2 ds
À e 1`δ2 pτ`τ0q
ż 1
0
χjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqqds À 2je´
1´δ
2
pτ`τ0q.
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Using integration by parts, (7.27), (7.28), and remembering the possible discontinuity at s “ ρ, we
obtain that
ˇˇˇ ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqχjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqqHpρ, s; τqs´1e˘isνds
ˇˇˇ
ď xνy´1 max
0ďsď1
|χjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqqs´1Hps, s; τq|
`
ż 1
0
|χ1pxνysq|χjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqqs´1|Hpρ, s; τq|ds
` xνy´1
ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqp1´ sq´1|pχ1jqpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqq| s´1|Hpρ, s; τq|ds
` xνy´1
ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqχjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqqs´2|Hpρ, s; τq|ds
` xνy´1
ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqχjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqqs´1|BsHpρ, s; τq|ds
À xνy´1e 1`δ2 pτ`τ0q `
ż 1
0
1sÀxνy´1ds
` xνy´12´j
ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqχjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqqs´1p1´ sq´
3`δ
2 ds
The integral over s À xνy´1 yields xνy´1. By splitting into s ď 1{2 and s ě 1{2, the last integral
can be bounded by
ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqχjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqqs´1p1´ sq´
3`δ
2 ds
À
ż 1
2
0
p1´ χpxνysqqs´1ds`
ż 1
1
2
χjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqqp1 ´ sq´
3`δ
2 ds
À logp2` xνyq ` 2je 1`δ2 pτ`τ0q.
By combining the previous estimates, we obtain that
|
ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqχjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqqHpρ, s; τqs´1e˘isνds
ˇˇˇ
À min
´
2je´
1´δ
2
pτ`τ0q, logp2` xνyqxνy´1p2´j ` e 1`δ2 pτ`τ0qq
¯
À logp2` xνyqeδ τ`τ02 min
´
2je´
τ`τ0
2 , xνy´12´je τ`τ02
¯
À logp2` xνyqxνy´ 12`δ22δje´δ τ`τ02 .
After summing in j ď 0 and using that τ0 ě ´10, this is acceptable. We finally turn to the
contribution away from the singularities, which corresponds to (7.34). Using integration by parts,
(7.27), (7.28), and remembering the possible discontinuity at s “ ρ, we obtain that
ˇˇˇ ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqp1´ χpxνyp1´ sqqqχą0pτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ sqqHpρ, s; τqs´1e˘isνds
ˇˇˇ
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À xνy´1xτy´l max
0ďsď1
´
p1´ χpxνyp1´ sqqqp1´ sq´ 1`δ2 q
¯
` xτy´l
ż 1
0
p|χ1pxνysq| ` |χ1pxνyp1´ sqq|qp1 ´ sq´ 1`δ2 ds
` xνy´1xτy´l
ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqp1´ χpxνyp1´ sqqqs´1p1´ sq´ 3`δ2 ds
À xνy´ 1´δ2 xτy´l.
This completes the proof of (7.29).
Step 2: m “ 4. This term is slightly different from previous and subsequent cases. From (7.6), it is
clear that H4pρ, s; τ, θq is supported on s ď δ0. As a result, we can insert the cutoff χps{2q. After
setting τ0 “ τ0pρq :“ ´ logp1` ρq, we then decomposeż 1
´1
ż 1
0
χps{2qHpρ, s; τ, θqs´1e˘isνdsdθ
“
ż 1
´1
ż 1
0
χpxνysqHpρ, s; τ, θqs´1e˘isνdsdθ(7.36)
`
ÿ
jă0
ż 1
´1
ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqχps{2qχjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ θsqqHpρ, s; τ, θqs´1e˘isνdsdθ(7.37)
`
ż 1
´1
ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqχps{2qχą0
`
τ ` τ0 ` logp1´ θsq
˘
Hpρ, s; τ, θqs´1e˘isνdsdθ(7.38)
The terms (7.36) and (7.38) can be controlled (uniformly in θ) exactly as before. We now control
the contribution from near the singularity, i.e., (7.37). Using the pointwise estimate, we have thatˇˇˇ ż 1
´1
ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqχps{2qχjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ θsqqHpρ, s; τ, θqs´1e˘isνdsdθ
ˇˇˇ
À
ż 1
´1
ż 1
0
χjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ θsqqdsdθ
À
ż 1
0
ż s
´s
s´1χjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ ηqqdηds
À
ż 1
0
s´1minps, 2je´τ´τ0qds
À p2je´τ´τ0q1´δ.
Using integration by parts, (7.27), (7.28), and remembering the possible discontinuity at s “ ρ, we
obtain thatˇˇˇ ż 1
´1
ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqχps{2qχjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ θsqqHpρ, s; τ, θqs´1e˘isνdsdθ
ˇˇˇ
À xνy´1 max
0ďsď1
χps{2qs´1|Hps, s; τ, θq| `
ż 1
´1
ż 1
0
|χ1pxνysq|dsdθ ` xνy´1
ż 1
´1
ż 1
0
1 dsdθ
` xνy´1
ż 1
´1
ż 1
0
|θ|χps{2q|χ1jpτ ` τ0 ´ logp1´ θsq|dsdθ ` xνy´1
ż 1
´1
ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqs´1dsdθ
` xνy´1
ż 1
´1
ż 1
0
|θ|χps{2qχjpτ ` τ0 ´ logp1´ θsqq|τ ` τ0 ´ logp1´ θsq|´1dsdθ
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À xνy´1 logp2` xνyq ` xνy´12´j
ż 1
´1
ż 1
0
|θ|χps{2q1|τ`τ0´logp1´θsq|„2jdθds
À logp2` xνyqxνy´1 ` xνy´12´δje´p1´δqpτ`τ0q
À 2´δjxνy´1`δ.
By combining both estimates, we obtain thatˇˇˇ ż 1
´1
ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqχps{2qχjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ θsqqHpρ, s; τ, θqs´1e˘isνdsdθ
ˇˇˇ
À p2je´pτ`τ0qq2δp1´δqp2´δjxνy´1`δq1´2δ
À 2δje´δpτ`τ0qxνy´1`4δ.
Since τ0 “ τ0pρq ě ´10, we obtain thatÿ
jă0
››› ż 1
´1
ż 1
0
p1´ χpxνysqqχps{2qχjpτ ` τ0 ` logp1´ θsqqHpρ, s; τ, θqs´1e˘isνdsdθ
›››
L
q
τL8ρ pr0,8qˆr0,1sq
À xνy´1`4δ,
which is acceptable.
Step 3: m “ 6. The estimate for H6 is essentially the same as for H5, except that logp1 ´ sq in
(7.18) has been replaced by logp1` sq in (7.19). This only makes the term easier to control and we
can proceed using similar arguments as in Step 1. 
Corollary 7.7.
Let 1 ď m ď 6, 1 ď q ď 8, and ν P R. Then, we have for all δ ą 0 that
(7.39)
››› ż 1
0
ż
R
eiτωGmpρ, s; iωqs´1e˘isνdωds
›››
L
q
τL8ρ pr0,8qˆr0,1sq
Àδ xνy´
1
2
`δ.
Proof. This directly follows from Lemma 7.4 and Lemma 7.6. 
We now state a similar estimate which essentially contains an additional ω-factor.
Lemma 7.8.
Let 1 ď m ď 6, 1 ď q ď 8, and ν P R. Then, we have for all δ ą 0 that
(7.40)
››› lim
ǫÑ8
lim
KÑ8
ż 1
0
ż ǫ`iK
ǫ´iK
λeiτλGmpρ, s;λqs´1 sinpsνqdλds
›››
L
q
τL8ρ pr0,8qˆr0,1sq
Àδ xνy
1
2
`δ.
We include the limit in (7.40) because the integrand only decays like xωy´1 and is no longer
absolutely integrable. The estimate essentially follows from the proof of a similar estimate in [21,
Proposition 4.6] and the previous arguments. The main idea is to gain an additional factor of ω
through integration by parts in s, which costs us one power of xνy.
Proof. For m “ 1, 2, 3, the s-dependent part of Gmpρ, s;λq is given by
1sěρsp1´ sq´
1
2
`λγmpρ, s;λq.
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Using integration by parts, we have thatż 1
0
1sěρsp1´ sq´
1
2
`λγmpρ, s;λqs´1 sinpsνqds
“ ´ 2
1` 2λ
ż 1
ρ
Bspp1 ´ sq
1
2
`λqγmpρ, s;λq sinpsνqds
“ 2
1` 2λρp1´ ρq
1
2
`λγmpρ, ρ;λqρ´1 sinpρνq
` 2
1` 2λ
ż 1
ρ
s´1
´
sp1´ sq´ 12`λsp1´ sqBsγmpρ, s;λq
¯
s´1 sinpsνqds
` 2
1` 2λν
ż 1
ρ
p1´ sqsp1´ sq´ 12`λγmpρ, s;λqs´1 cospsνqds.
We note that
(7.41)
2λ
1` 2λsp1´ sqBsγmpρ, s;λq
satisfies the same symbol estimates as γm. For 1 ď m ď 3, we define rGmpρ, s;λq as in Lemma 7.2,
but with γm replaced by (7.41). We then obtain that
(7.42)
lim
ǫÑ8
lim
KÑ8
ż 1
0
ż ǫ`iK
ǫ´iK
λeiτλGmpρ, s;λqs´1 sinpsνqdλds
“ Bmpτqpρ´1 sinpρνqq `
ż 1
0
s´1
´ż
R
eiωτ rGmpρ, s; iωq¯s´1 sinpsνqds
` ν
ż 1
0
p1´ sq
´ż
R
2iω
1` 2iω e
iωτGmpρ, s; iωqdω
¯
s´1 cospsνqds,
where Bm corresponds to the contribution of the boundary term and is given explicitly in [21, Proof
of Proposition 4.6]. Since the integrands are uniformly bounded by p1´sq´ 12 minps´1xωy´2, xωy´1q,
we used dominated convergence to perform the limits K Ñ 8 and ǫ Ñ 0 in the integrals on the
right-hand side of (7.42). In the proof of [21, Proposition 4.6], it was shown that
}Bmpτqpρ´1 sinpρνqq}LqτL8ρ À }ρ´1ρ sinpρνq}L8ρ À 1.
Since rGm satisfies has the same form as Gm, it follows from (7.13) thatˇˇˇ ż 1
0
s´1
´ ż
R
eiωτ rGmpρ, s; iωq¯s´1 sinpsνqdsˇˇˇ
À
´ ż 1
0
s´1p1´ sq´ 12´δ| sinpsνq|ds
¯
xτy´l À logp2` xνyqxτy´l.
Since 2iω{p1 ` 2iωq can be absorbed in γm and the additional p1 ´ sq-factor only helps, the same
arguments leading to Corollary 7.7 also yield
|ν|
››› ż 1
0
p1´ sq
´ ż
R
2iω
1` 2iω e
iωτGmpρ, s; iωqdω
¯
s´1 cospsνqds
›››
L
q
τL8ρ
À xνy1´ 12`δ “ xνy 12`δ.
This completes the argument for m “ 1, 2, 3.
We now treat the case m “ 4. The s-dependent part of G4 is given by
1sďρχpsxωyqsrp1´ sq´
1
2
`λ ´ p1` sq´ 12`λsγ4pρ, s;λq.
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After an integration by parts, we obtain thatż 1
0
1sďρχpsxωyqrp1´ sq´
1
2
`λ ´ p1` sq´ 12`λsγ4pρ, s;λq sinpsνqds
“ 2
1` 2λ
ż ρ
0
χpsxωyqBs
´
p1´ sq 12`λ ` p1` sq 12`λ ´ 2
¯
γ4pρ, s;λq sinpsνqds
“ ´ 2
1` 2λχpρxωyqrp1´ ρq
1
2
`λ ` p1` ρq 12`λ ´ 2sγ4pρ, ρ;λq sinpρνq(7.43)
` 2
1` 2λ
ż ρ
0
χpsxωyqpp1´ sq 12`λ ` p1` sq 12`λ ´ 2qpBsγ4qpρ, s;λq sinpsνqds(7.44)
` 2xωy
1` 2λ
ż ρ
0
χ1psxωyqpp1´ sq 12`λ ` p1` sq 12`λ ´ 2qγ4pρ, s;λq sinpsνqds(7.45)
` 2ν
1` 2λ
ż ρ
0
χpsxωyqpp1´ sq 12`λ ` p1` sq 12`λ ´ 2qγ4pρ, s;λq cospsνqds.(7.46)
The contributions of (7.43)-(7.46) to the desired estimate (7.40) can be controlled as before and we
only provide an outline of the argument. In [21, Proof of Proposition 4.6], the contribution of the
boundary term (7.43) is bounded by }ρ´1ρ sinpρνq}L8ρ À 1. Since χps{2qsBsγ4 satisfies the same
estimates as χps{2qγ4, the contribution of (7.44) can be controlled through the pointwise estimate
(7.13). The estimate of the third term (7.45) follows from the same argument as in (7.24). Finally,
the last term leads to an oscillatory integral of the same form as in Corollary 7.7.
Finally, we turn to the cases m “ 5, 6. The s-dependent part of Gm is given by
1sďρr1´ χpsxωyqssp1¯ sq´ 12`λγmpρ, s;λq.
After an integration by parts, we obtain thatż 1
0
1sďρr1´ χpsxωyqssp1¯ sq´ 12`λγmpρ, s;λqs´1 sinpsνqds
“ ¯ 2
1` 2λ
ż ρ
0
r1´ χpsxωyqs Bs
´
p1¯ sq 12`λ
¯
γmpρ, s;λq sinpsνqds
“ ¯ 2
1` 2λ r1´ χpρxωyqsp1¯ ρq
1
2
`λγmpρ, ρ;λqρ´1 sinpρνq(7.47)
˘ 2
1` 2λ
ż ρ
0
r1´ χpsxωyqsp1¯ sq 12`λpBsγmqpρ, s;λq sinpsνqds(7.48)
˘ 2xωy
1` 2λ
ż ρ
0
χ1psxωyqp1¯ sq 12`λγmpρ, s;λq sinpsνqds(7.49)
˘ 2ν
1` 2λ
ż ρ
0
p1´ χpsxωqqp1¯ sq 12`λγmpρ, s;λq cospsνqds.(7.50)
The contributions of (7.47)-(7.50) to the desired estimate (7.40) are now controlled as in the case
m “ 4. The first term is controlled using [21, Proof of Proposition 4.6], the second term is controlled
using the pointwise estimate (7.13), the third term follows from the same argument as in (7.25),
and the last term can be controlled using Corollary 7.7. 
By collecting the previous estimates, we now present a short proof of Proposition 5.8.
Proof. The first estimate (5.28) follows from the definition of S˜p1qpτq and Corollary 7.7. The second
estimate (5.29), which differs from (5.28) only by the absence of the singular factor ρ´1, can be
derived using the same arguments. Finally, the third estimate (5.30) follows from the definition of
S˜p2qpτq and Lemma 7.8. 
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